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1. INTRODUCTION

Multiproduct firms dominate production and export activity. They are much larger than their

single product counterparts and their product turnover contributes substantially to aggregate out-

put growth.1 Recent work in international economics and industrial organization examines how

many products firms make and the impact of economic changes on these choices. It emphasizes

the importance of core products for firm growth,2 but less is known about why these products

are ‘core’. This paper examines firm decisions to make products across different industries, and

provides reduced form evidence and structural estimates for comparative advantage arising from

input capabilities and industrial co-production.

Early theoretical and empirical work recognises the sizable contribution of product diversifi-

cation towards firm growth and aggregate productivity, and examines explanations for product

diversification within firms (such as, Stigler (1951); Scherer (1982) and summarised in Chandler

(1992); Montgomery (1994)). Explanations on the demand side include gaining market power

through horizontal and vertical integration or internalising demand complementarities and net-

work externalities across products (for example, Willig, Salop, and Scherer (1991); Bernheim and

Whinston (1990); Jovanovic and Gilbert (1993); Hoberg and Phillips (2016)). On the supply side,

agency-based theories of the firm suggest diversification is motivated by internal labour and cap-

ital markets of the firm. For example, managers choose to diversify to reduce their human capital

risk, to gain rents from utilising free cash flows, or to obfuscate when their own division is doing

badly (Amihud and Lev (1981); Jensen (1986); Morck, Shleifer, and Vishny (1990)). This explained

early trends of reduced firm valuations from diversification (for example, Lichtenberg (1992), see

Maksimovic and Phillips (2013) for a survey). Resource-based theories of the firm, dating back

to Penrose (1955), take a competing view that diversification enables firms to grow beyond the

limits imposed by the size of a single product market. Entering new products requires resources,

1For example, in the United States, multiproduct firms account for over 90 per cent of manufacturing output and
multiproduct exporters account for over 95 per cent of exports. They are larger than single product firms in the same
industry in terms of shipments (0.66 log points), employment (0.58), labour productivity (0.08) and TFP (0.02). About
89 per cent of multi-product firms vary their product mix within five years and these changes in the product mix make
up a third of the increase in US manufacturing output (Bernard et al. 2007; Bernard, Redding, and Schott 2010). In India,
multiproduct firms (that produce in more than one of 262 different industries) account for 32 per cent of firms and 62
per cent of sales (as we discuss later). Among publicly listed firms, Goldberg et al. (2009) find multiproduct firms, that
produce in more than one of 108 4-digit NIC industries, make up 47 per cent of firms and 80 per cent of sales. They are
107 per cent bigger in output than single-product firms within the same industry.
2Bernard, Redding, and Schott (2010, 2011); Eckel and Neary (2010); Mayer, Melitz, and Ottaviano (2014); Iacovone and
Javorcik (2010).
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such as knowhow or inputs, that are costly to acquire and to transfer outside the firm. Firms

therefore gain economies of scope by diversifying into products that require similar knowhow or

inputs to what their existing products use, as experienced during wartime when auto manufac-

turers quickly switched to making tanks, chemical companies to making explosives, and radio

manufacturers to making radar (Teece (1982); Wernerfelt (1984); see Baumol (1977); Panzar and

Willig (1981)).

Theories of product diversification have influenced a vast literature in economics, finance and

management that examines which products firms choose to make.3 For example, recent microdata

reveal that firms are much more likely to produce in certain pairs of industries (Bernard, Redding,

and Schott (2010)). Many firms that make Fabricated Metal Products also make Industrial Ma-

chinery. A challenge however has been to move beyond systematic correlations in co-production

and product characteristics to disentangling evidence for specific theories of the firm. In the ex-

ample, systematic co-production of metal and machinery could arise because they share common

inputs and technologies like metal and metalworking (as in the resource based view). Or it could

arise because consumers who order fabricated metal products also need industrial machinery (as

in demand side theories) or still further because machinery and metal are produced in firms with

excess capital (as in agency-based theories). This paper examines product diversification within

firms in the light of these theories of the firm and with a view to understanding the comparative

advantage of firms in the product space.

Using plant-level data from Indian manufacturing, this paper starts with the striking observa-

tion that product diversification within firms is systematically related to shared input use across

these products. Figure 1.1 shows firms produce more in pairs of industries that require similar

intermediate inputs. The left panel is the extent of co-production of industry pairs within plants

(across 1 to 253 different industries) and the right panel is the input similarity between industry

pairs.4 This is also borne out in findings from the United States, where stark examples of industry

3In early work, Scherer (1982) estimates technology flows across industries to examine business lines within firms
and the related slowdown in aggregate productivity growth in the United States. Recent work has built on these
findings to show a systematic relationship between demand relatedness, technological relatedness or input relatedness
of products made by firms and various firm performance measures (for example, Robins and Wiersema (1995); Bowen
and Wiersema (2005); Bryce and Winter (2009); Fan and Lang (2000); Liu (2010); Rondi and Vannoni (2005)).
4The co-production cells contain the size-weighted average sales shares of plants that derive the largest share of revenue
from products in the row industry. Darker values indicate higher shares. The input similarity cells contain the inner
product of the industries’ vector of intermediate input expenditure shares, calculated from single product plants in
each industry.
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pairs that are co-produced and that have similar input requirements include Textile and Apparel,

Lumber and Paper, Primary Metal and Fabricated Metal (Bernard, Redding, and Schott (2010)).5

FIGURE 1.1. Co-production and Input Similarity

(A) Industry Co-production (B) Intermediate Input Similarity
The left matrix shows, for plants with primary sales in the row industry, the fraction of sales coming from
products in the column industry. The right matrix shows the inner product between the row and col-
umn industry’s intermediate input expenditure share vectors. Intermediate input shares (right matrix) are
constructed from single-industry plants only. Darker colours indicate larger relative values within each
sub-Figure.

To disentangle input-based product diversification from other explanations, the paper leverages

plausibly exogenous variation in input supply to relate product choices within firms with input

similarity across products. Starting in the late nineties, the Indian government dismantled size-

based entry barriers in several products that were previously reserved for production by small

scale firms. The removal of entry barriers was driven primarily by an agenda to reform post-

independence economic policy.6 As the entry barriers were lifted, firms acquired better access to

inputs. Those firms that intensively used these inputs became more likely to grow by diversifying

into products which are intensive in the use of liberalized inputs. To give a concrete example,

when entry barriers to Cotton are lifted, a Cotton Apparel maker becomes more likely (than a Silk

5Similar patterns emerge in firm-level data from the United Kingdom and Belgium (Hutchinson, Konings, and Walsh
2010, Bernard et al. 2018), and early work by Wernerfelt (1984) suggests systematically exmaining these patterns
through “resource-product” matrices.
6The original aim of the reservation policy was employment generation through small scale units that were expected
to be more labour intensive than larger firms (though Martin, Nataraj, and Harrison (2017) show that the dismantling
of this policy in fact generated relatively more employment).
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Apparel maker) to move into Cotton Textile production (than Silk Textile production). In fact, even

within the Cotton Apparel industry, a firm that is relatively more intensive in Cotton use becomes

relatively more likely to move into Cotton Textile production. In other words, firms diversified

into industries in which they had input-based comparative advantage.

This paper examines the extent to which better input supply enables firms to acquire compar-

ative advantage in industries related by common inputs. According to comparative advantage

theory, industries differ in their use of technologies or factor requirements and countries differ in

their technological prowess or factor endowments. Countries therefore produce relatively more

in industries in which they are more capable through better technologies or greater reliance on

abundant factors. Translating this from countries and technologies/factors to firms and inputs,

we examine whether firms produce more in their input-intensive industries relative to the typi-

cal firm in those industries and relative to other industries that firms could enter. Common in-

put requirements provide well-measured proxies for shared technical know-how across products,

which overcomes long-standing constraints associated with measuring technologies and intangi-

ble knowhow (Atalay et al. (2019)). The focus on intermediate inputs enables direct examination

of the empirical relevance of economies of scope and the extent to which these economies are

determined by policy choices. In concrete terms, firms intensively using metal inputs have metal-

working know-how and skills, and the policy change in metal inputs provides variation in supply

complementarities which can be directly linked to production outcomes.

While the policy episode is best suited to examining economies of scope through inputs, the set-

ting is amenable to disentangling competing explanations for product diversification. The produc-

tion data can be used to distinguish various resources within firms, such as intermediate inputs

and primary factors, which have been shown to be important constraints to firm growth in devel-

oping economies (Tybout (2000); Bloom et al. (2010)). The rich microdata can also be leveraged

to construct measures suggested by competing theories, such as vertical upstream/downstream

linkages, capital intensity, and the diversification discount. In particular, firm-time, firm-industry

and industry-time fixed effects control for unobserved reasons such as firms’ financial and man-

agerial conditions, industry technological shifts and other time-invariant firm-industry reasons

for co-production. In the absence of direct measures of substitutability/complementarities across

products and their evolution, industry-mix fixed effects can also be included to account for unob-

servable demand-side reasons for co-production. Accounting for the different theories of the firm,
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we find that the dominant explanation in our context and policy episode is that firms specialise in

products where they have comparative advantage based on shared input use.

Having established the importance of input-based comparative advantage for firms, the pa-

per provides a theoretical framework for input capabilities and their contribution to firm sales.

Starting from the primitive of industry-specific production functions, differences across indus-

tries arise from differences in their input requirements. Differences across firms arise from their

endowed industry-productivities and from their decisions to invest in input capabilities, which

can be shared across industries. Economies of scope induce co-production in industries that are

intensive in the use of dynamically acquired input capabilities. Removal of entry barriers in input

markets provides better access to those inputs, and confers an advantage to firms that have higher

use for those inputs. These firms step up production, but much more so in industries which use

these inputs more. In sum, policy-induced improvements in input supply enable firms to diver-

sify into industries in which they have input-based comparative advantage relative to other firms,

even within their industry.

The theory allows for love or hate for input variety and a key insight of our framework is that

economies of scope within multiproduct firms imply production choices and input capabilities are

jointly determined. Since firms are heterogeneous in their costly-to-transfer resources, this joint

determination of downstream input capabilities and production choices is around the revealed

‘core competencies’ of the firm, resulting in input-based comparative advantage. The framework

generates structural estimating equations that explain the portfolio of industries a firm adopts

based on the contemporaneous input similarity with each industry. The latter in turn is deter-

mined by policy changes that improve access to inputs and by demand and supply shocks that

interact with a firm’s industry mix. The theory guides estimation of common industry demand in-

novations and policy changes in input supply to predict contemporaneous input similarity, which

in turn determines industry choice.

The estimates show that input capabilities are quantitatively important in determining the in-

dustry choice and scope of firms. On average, input-based comparative advantage makes single

industry firms 5.2 percentage points more likely to produce in an industry. Multi-industry firms

exhibit a distribution of such premia. Shared input capabilities provide advantages across multi-

ple industries, but this decays as a firm diversifies into industries with more varied inputs. For

instance, triple-industry firms are 6.1pp more likely to enter their first industry, 2.3pp more likely
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to enter their second industry, and only 1.9pp more likely to enter their third industry. How-

ever, as multi-industry firms are larger across the board, size weighted premia range as high as

46.8pp, showing they are important for firm growth. Overall, input-based comparative advan-

tage is quantitatively as important a determinant of firm entry into industries as time-invariant

industry-pair determinants of co-production rates.

Related Literature. The results relate to the multiproduct firm literature, that usually focuses on

how many, not which, products firms make. We contribute to this literature by identifying the role

of input linkages as a determinant of the core competencies of multiproduct firms.7

A large literature studies the role of access to inputs on firm productivity.8 While we ask a dif-

ferent question, the focus on input supply is consistent with these studies. Specifically, Goldberg

et al. (2009) highlight the importance of input supply in Indian manufacturing. They find that

large firms in India increased the range of products they offered in response to India’s input tariff

liberalization of the nineties. Their focus is on the number of products firms make. We instead

examine which products firms make and, in doing so, uncover input capabilities based compar-

ative advantage of firms. Goldberg et al. (2010) differentiates the role of price and new variety

channels of imported inputs in expanding firm product scope, finding a crucial role for new im-

ported varieties and allowing for potential technological complementarity within firms or product

lines, something we also find and structurally model. Vandenbussche and Viegelahn (2018) also

show that Indian firms move away from inputs facing domestic anti-dumping measures by de-

creasing sales of products using these inputs. Similarly we find intermediate inputs drive output

decisions. Distinct from their work, our reduced form analysis examines measures suggested by

competing theories of product diversification, and we provide a structural estimating equation for

the relationship between input linkages and output decisions.

While our focus is on supply side policies in a developing country context, the approach of

characterizing firms and industries is similar to Bloom, Schankerman, and Van Reenen (2013)

7See also Foster, Haltiwanger, and Syverson (2008); Eckel and Neary (2010); Liu (2010); Dhingra (2013); Mayer, Melitz,
and Ottaviano (2014) and Eckel et al. (2015) in the multiproduct literature and Hottman, Redding, and Weinstein (2016)
and Bernard et al. (2021) in the firm heterogeneity literature.
8See, for example, Amiti and Konings (2007); Acemoglu, Antràs, and Helpman (2007); Kasahara and Rodrigue (2008);
Kugler and Verhoogen (2009, 2012); Antras and Chor (2013); Halpern, Koren, and Szeidl (2015). In recent work, Lu,
Mariscal, and Mejia (2016) model the inherently dynamic process of accumulating input capabilities and its role in
increasing firm productivity.
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and Conley and Dupor (2003). Bloom et al. construct technological and product market proxim-

ity measures to identify the causal effect of R&D spillovers across US firms by using changes in

federal and state tax incentives for R&D. Conley and Dupor construct input similarity measures

between sectors. They show that cross-sector productivity covariance tends to be greatest between

sectors which are similar in inputs, and that this channel contributes substantially to the variance

in aggregate productivity. We build on these ideas and show how plants internalize input linkages

to achieve product diversification.

The question of product choice in a developing country setting is related to work by Haus-

mann, Hwang, and Rodrik (2007) and Hidalgo et al. (2007), which examine the product space of

countries and the network structure of their products. They propose that products differ in the ca-

pabilities needed to make them and countries differ in the capabilities they have. Countries make

products for which they have the requisite capabilities, and they tend to move to goods close to

those they are currently specialized in (Hidalgo et al. 2007). Introducing quality capabilities to

this framework, Sutton and Trefler (2016) show a non-monotonic relationship between advances

in countries’ wealth and changes in their product mix and quality. We apply these ideas at the mi-

croeconomic level of a production unit and find empirical support for input-based diversification

of the product space. This confirms the view of Hausmann and Hidalgo (2011) that developing a

regional jet aircraft is likely to be less costly for those who have previously developed a transcon-

tinental aircraft and a combustion engine, compared to those who previously produced only raw

cocoa and coffee.

In innovative work at the firm level, Flagge and Chaurey (2014) use a moment inequality

methodology to estimate bounds on the costs of adding products, including the role of prod-

uct proximity measures. Like them, our work connects to studies documenting relatedness across

products made by firms, though we differ in using policy variation to identify input-based com-

parative advantage. Using a different approach, Aw and Lee (2009) focus on four Taiwanese elec-

tronics industries and estimate cost functions to arrive at the incremental marginal cost of the core

product when the firm adds a new product. The industrial policy we exploit eased entry barriers

in previously reserved industries and has been of interest in understanding competition, employ-

ment generation, productivity growth and misallocations in manufacturing (Martin, Nataraj, and

Harrison 2017; Garcia-Santana and Pijoan-Mas 2014; Galle 2015; Bollard, Klenow, and Sharma
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2013). We show a new channel, input side complementarities, through which the policy affected

the economy.

Our work is related more broadly to the literatures on industry linkages and entry barriers.9

We quantify entry barriers in terms of tariff rates that have equivalent effects on firm decisions

to move into industries. On average, entry barriers from the policy to reserve products for small

scale plants are equivalent to input tariffs of 9.5 per cent. Domestic policies, like size-based entry

barriers, are well understood to be a non-tariff barrier to doing business. Given their prevalence as

a protectionist tool, a large literature in international economics has tried to quantify such policies

in terms of tariffs that have an equivalent effect on outcomes of interest. But such quantification is

typically fraught with difficulties for reasons such as limited variation in policies and correlation

of policy changes with other shocks.10 The Indian context overcomes these problems to reveal

the constraints placed by domestic policy on firms and its comparison with trade policy. Recent

work has started to examine international trade as a driver of product choice of firms (Ding (2019);

Rachapalli (2021)).

The paper is also relevant for macroeconomic studies which stress the importance of input

linkages in amplifying micro shocks and policy effects.11 The development literature emphasizes

their role in aggregate productivity and volatility (Koren and Tenreyro (2013)), and in motivat-

ing policies such as domestic content requirements that have interested governments across the

developing world (Harrison and Rodriguez-Clare (2010)). While we do not look at product link-

ages across firms, our results for within-firm product linkages demonstrate the existence of cross-

product spillovers through inputs. These have been harder to identify across firms due to con-

founding factors, such as unobserved demand shocks. Looking within firms controls for many

of these confounding factors and provides a causal interpretation of shared input capabilities in

product choice by drawing on variation driven by policy changes.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a description of the con-

text, data and stylized facts. Section 3 shows the empirical relationship between input similarity

9There are a growing number of studies relating linkages to productivity (see the handbook chapter by Combes and
Gobillon (2015)). In particular, Lopez and Sudekum (2009) find that upstream, but not downstream, linkages are asso-
ciated with higher productivity, perhaps in part due to the stronger effect of upstream linkages on product adoption
that we find.
10In their Handbook Chapter, Bown and Crowley (2016) summarize that “the existing literature and data sources are
not sufficiently developed” to answer key questions like the extent to which domestic policies affect economic activity
and how they compare with trade policy instruments.
11For example, Acemoglu et al. (2012), Di Giovanni, Levchenko, and Méjean (2014), and early work by Jovanovic (1987)
and Durlauf (1993).
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and the industry mix of firms. Section 4 presents a model of capability choice and limit pricing

suppliers, deriving structural estimation equations and an instrumentation strategy. Section 5

contains the results from estimation and quantification of input capabilities. Section 6 concludes.

2. DATA AND STYLIZED FACTS

2.1. Data Description. We use annual data on manufacturing firms from the Annual Survey of

Industry (ASI), which is conducted by the Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation

of the Government of India. The ASI is the Indian government’s main source of industrial statistics

on the formal manufacturing sector, and consists of two parts: a census of all manufacturing plants

that are larger than 100 employees, and a random sample of one fifth of all plants that employ

between 20 and 100 workers (between 10 and 100 workers if the plant uses power). The ASI’s

sampling methodology and product classifications have changed several times over the course of

its history. In order to ensure consistency, we focus on the time frame of the fiscal years (April to

March) 2000/01 to 2009/10.

The ASI has two unique aspects that make it particularly suitable for our analysis. Firstly, it

contains detailed information on both intermediate inputs and outputs, hence allowing us to link

the firm’s input characteristics to their product mix decisions. All sales figures include exports

and all purchases include imports. The same product codes are used to describe both inputs and

outputs of plants. The data reports inputs and outputs at the 5-digit level (of which there are 5,204

codes). To look at the question of production in multiple industries, we aggregate these codes to

the 3-digit level which corresponds to 253 codes, which we call “industries” and take to be our

unit of analysis for diversification choices. We focus on 3-digit industries because the purpose is

to capture differences in input needs across products. It also avoids the possibility of misclassi-

fication which is more acute at finer levels. Importantly, it keeps our analysis computationally

feasible.12

The three-digit industries are in 60 two-digit sectors. To give a sense of the level of detail in

this classification, consider the sector “Cotton, Cotton yarn, and Fabrics” sector (ASIC 63) which

has various 3-digit industries, such as Cotton fabrics including cotton hosiery fabrics (ASIC 633),

Made up articles of cotton including apparel (ASIC 634) and Processing or services of cotton,

cotton yarn and fabrics (ASIC 638). To take another example, the 3-digit industry “Stainless steel

12According to the ASI, the product classification is stratified into 2-digit sectors, 3-digit industries and 5-digit products.
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in primary and finished form” (ASIC 714) is an industry in the sector “Iron & Steel (incl. stainless

steel), and articles thereof” (ASIC 71). A comparison of the dimensionality of products with other

sources and descriptive statistics are provided in Boehm, Dhingra, and Morrow (2016, 2018).

Secondly, the ASI is collected with the definition that the unit of production (factory or facto-

ries) must have the same management, combined accounts and resources that are not separately

identifiable. This is particularly well-suited for examining the capability (or resource) theory of

the firm. But it implies that we pick up plant-wide explanations, and not all firm-wide drivers

of firm decisions. While we do not have firm identifiers and hence cannot aggregate plants un-

der common ownership, we know that less than 7.5% of all plants are part of a multi-plant firm

with sister plants that file separate survey returns. With that caveat in mind, we call the units of

observation in our data “firms”.

2.2. The Industry Mix of Indian Manufacturing Firms. We turn to documenting a set of facts

related to the industry mix of firms in our sample. This set of facts motivates our subsequent

empirical analysis.

2.2.1. Multi-Industry Firms Dominate Production. Like their counterparts in the United States and

other countries, firms that span multiple industries account for a disproportionately large share

of economic activity. Table 1 shows the prevalence of multi-industry firms in our sample. Multi-

industry firms account for 32.2% of observations, but for 62.2% of all sales. Firms that span three

or more industries (11.2% of all observations) still account for more than 39% of total sales. This

fact is well known and mirrors the results reported by Bernard, Redding, and Schott (2010) for the

United States and by Goldberg et al. (2009) for the set of listed Indian firms.

2.2.2. Co-production Is Not Random. We now turn to the question of which industries the firms

produce in. Figure 1.2a in the Introduction shows two matrices. The left matrix shows the degree

of co-production between industries. Each row contains the size-weighted average sales shares of

plants (in the column industry) that derive the largest share of revenue from products in the row

industry. Darker values indicate higher shares. Hence, by construction, the diagonal contains the

highest value in each row. There is substantial co-production across industries, as indicated by

the off-diagonal dark areas. In particular, there is much co-production occurring within the metal

product and machinery manufacturing sectors (the large shaded square on the bottom right), in

the chemicals and pharmaceuticals industries (the industries with indices between 55 and 93),
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TABLE 1. Frequency and Sales Shares of Multi-Industry Firms

2-digits 3-digits

Obs % Firms % Sales Obs % Firms % Sales

#
of

In
du

st
ri

es
1 250,028 81 50 208,881 68 38
2 43,048 14 28 63,997 21 23
3 10,113 3 12 22,723 7 14
4 2,972 1 7 6,843 2 8
5 864 0 2 2,835 1 6
6 216 0 1 1,198 0 6
7 43 0 0 539 0 2
8 7 0 0 183 0 1
9 3 0 0 69 0 1

10+ 26 0 1

Note: Observations are firm-years. Source: Authors’ calculations from ASI data.

as well as within the textiles and apparel sectors (150 to 170). Firms from a diverse range of

industries choose to have auxiliary outputs from the plastic and rubber industries (columns 100

to 112). These patterns are similar to the co-production documented by Bernard, Redding, and

Schott (2010) for the United States.

The right panel of Figure 1.2a shows a matrix that captures the similarity of the row and column

industries’ mix of intermediate inputs. Each element (k, k′) is the inner product of the industries’

vector of intermediate input expenditure shares:

inputSimilaritykk′ = ∑
i

θ̄ik θ̄ik′

where θ̄ik is the sum of expenditure of single-industry firms that only produce k on intermediate

inputs from i, divided by total expenditure of these firms on intermediate inputs. This measure

captures the overlap in intermediate input mixes between industry k and k′. While not identi-

cal, the two matrices look very similar. The metal product and machinery industries all rely on

primary metals as inputs; the textiles and apparel industries share a dependence on textile fibres

and yarns. Many base chemicals are applicable in different industrial processes. This correlation

motivates an examination of firms’ input mixes in determining their comparative advantage in

the next Section.
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3. THE INPUT MIX AND COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE OF FIRMS

Motivated by the strong positive relationship between co-production and common use of in-

termediate inputs at the aggregate level, we focus in particular on the role of firms’ intermediate

input mix in explaining revealed comparative advantage. We find that firms’ intermediate input

mix explains their subsequent movements in the product space, and that these input mixes interact

with policy changes to shape revealed comparative advantage. Our regressions motivate a struc-

tural model of firm heterogeneity in input-biased productivity, which we present and estimate in

Section 4. The estimating equation in that model bears a close resemblance to the reduced-form

regressions from this Section, but provides a structural interpretation to the estimated coefficients.

3.1. Input Similarity. A natural way to bring the industry-level input similarity from above to the

firm level is to consider the inner product of the firm’s vector of intermediate input expenditure

shares, θj, with the vector of intermediate input expenditure shares of an industry k:

inputSimilarityt
jk =

N

∑
i=1

θijtθik

where i indexes the expenditure shares of spending on three-digit inputs and t denotes time. We

construct the aggregate intermediate input shares θ̄ik by aggregating up the micro-data of single-

industry plants that only produce in industry k. The input similarity measure ranges from zero,

when firm j and sector k have no three-digit inputs in common, to one, when the input expendi-

ture shares of firm j and sector k are identical. The crucial difference between this firm-level input

similarity and the aggregate input similarity constructed above in Section 2.2.2 is that this one in-

corporates idiosyncratic firm-specific variation in input mixes. The firm’s input mixes may deviate

from the one observed in input-output tables because of the firm producing outputs belonging to

multiple industries, or because of other sources of variation. This firm-specific variation is quan-

titatively important: a set of input-output dummies explains only 61% of the overall variation in

firm’s cost shares θij. The firm-industry input similarity measure is related to the measure of tech-

nological proximity of Bloom, Schankerman, and Van Reenen (2013). Our model in Section 4 will

provide a structural interpretation to the measure as the part of firm-level comparative advantage

that comes from shared capabilities in intermediate input use.

3.2. Estimating the Role of Input Similarity in Industry Adoption. We use the input similarity

measure to predict firm movements in the product space. To avoid the possibility that changes in
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the input mix predate an anticipated change in the product mix, we use the firms’ sales and inter-

mediate input shares at the time of the first observation (and denote the corresponding similarity

measure by a ‘0‘ superscript).13 Our baseline specification is a linear model for the probability of

firm j adding industry k between time t and t + 1:

(3.1) Addjkt = β · inputSimilarity0
jk + αjt + αkt + αkk′t + ε jkt

Here, Addjkt is one if and only if firm j does not produce in industry k at time t, but does at

time t + 1; αjt is a firm-time fixed effect which captures the average rate of adding industries for

each firm-year, leaving the regression to identify only the direction of change in the industry mix

and not changes in the number of industries that the firm operates in. αkt is an industry-time

fixed effect which captures any economic changes that determine entry into a particular industry

at a particular point in time (such as demand shocks for k, or input cost shocks that affect all

potential k-producing firms uniformly). In some specifications we refine this to industry-pair-time

fixed effects, αkk′t, with an additional dimension of the firm’s industry k′ from which it derives

the highest fraction of revenue. These effects control for all shocks that might make all firms in

industry k′ more or less likely to start producing in industry k. Finally, ε jkt is an idiosyncratic

error term. Appendix A shows summary statistics and correlation tables for all the variables in

the regression.

Table 2 shows the results of estimating equation (3.1), with the inclusion of increasingly strin-

gent fixed effects from left to right. The first specification contains only firm-year fixed effects,

thereby estimating the direction of movement in the industry space. The estimated coefficient of

the input similarity measure is positive and statistically significant: firms that have an initial in-

put mix that is relatively intensive in inputs that an industry k relies on, are more likely to start

producing in k (than in the average industry). The second specification additionally includes

industry-time fixed effects for every period, which control for any systematic demand or sup-

ply shocks that could impact the probability of firms starting to produce in a particular industry.

Finally, the third specification of Table 2 is very stringent, in that it absorbs the average rate of

product adoption for each product k and the main industry of each firm k′ (as measured by sales)

13That said, the data on reported intermediate input use in the ASI is the expenditure on intermediate inputs that is
being consumed in the current year. Hence, purchases of inventories should not show up in these variables.
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for each period through k× k′ × t fixed effects. This means that any economic shocks (supply, de-

mand, technology, infrastructure, etc.) that might affect industry co-production is accounted for

and what remains are estimates of the direction of intra-industry product changes driven by id-

iosyncratic input-output linkages of each firm within its main industry. As the Table shows, input

similarity remains important even in this specification.

TABLE 2. Industry Entry: Input Similarity

Dependent variable: Addjkt

(1) (2) (3)

Input Similarity0
jk 0.0391∗∗ 0.0383∗∗ 0.0281∗∗

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0006)

Firm × Year FE αjt Yes Yes Yes
Industry × Year FE αkt Yes
k× k′ × t FE αkk′t Yes

R2 0.0097 0.0117 0.0575
Observations 52,691,029 52,691,029 52,666,907
Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the firm-industry level.
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01

Our preferred specification is presented in column 2 of Table 2, which controls for annual rates

of product adoption at the firm level in addition to annual supply and demand shocks that occur

at the product level. A 0.10 unit increase in the similarity between firm and industry cost shares is

associated with a 0.38 percentage points (or 75%) higher entry probability. In distributional terms,

a one standard deviation increase in input similarity is associated with a 174% higher industry

entry rate.

As in previous work examining product diversification, the results above constitute compelling

correlations between firm characteristics and subsequent entry into industries by firms. To estab-

lish a causal channel and distinguish from competing theories, we now turn to exploiting a policy

change that interacted with the firm’s input mix to determine the direction of change in the output

industry mix.

3.3. Dereservation of Products from Small-Scale Production. Since the 1950s, India has given

particular attention to the development of its small-scale industry (SSI) sector, which contributes

almost 40% to gross industrial value-added and is the second largest employer after agriculture.14

14Development Commissioner, MSME, India (2018). Available at http://www.dcmsme.gov.in/publications/
reserveditems/resvex.htm
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Starting in 1967, the government implemented a policy of reservation of certain products for ex-

clusive manufacture by SSI firms. The stated aim of this policy was to ensure employment ex-

pansion, to achieve a more equitable distribution of income and “greater mobilization of private

sector resources of capital and skills” (Government of India, 2009). By the end of 1978, more than

800 products had been reserved; in 1996 it was more than a thousand.

By the early 1990s, the government realized that the reservation policy was inconsistent with

the vast liberalization that had begun in the late 1980s and culminated in the new economic policy

of 1991. According to the expert committee set up by the government to look into SSI policy, reser-

vation did little to promote small enterprises and had negative consequences by keeping out large

enterprises in these products. With free imports of most goods post-liberalization, the reservation

policy was no longer relevant. It also did not cover the large majority of products manufactured

by the small scale sector. Those industries that were covered such as light engineering and food

processing were unable to grow and invest in better technologies due to the limitations imposed

by SSI reservation. Consequently, the government was repeatedly advised to de-reserve prod-

ucts from the SSI list (Hussain, 1997). Over the course of the year 1997 to 2008, the government

dereserved almost all products (see Table 3). The remaining 20 products were dereserved in 2015.

TABLE 3. Dereservation of Products, By Year

Year 1997 1999 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2010 2015

# Products 15 9 15 51 75 85 108 180 212 107 1 20

Source: Government of India, Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises

The definition of small scale industries, and therefore the scope of reservation, changed over the

period during which the reservation was in place. In 1955, SSI was defined as establishments with

fixed investments of less than Rs 500,000 which employed less than 50 workers when working

with power or less than 100 workers when not working with power. The employment criterion

was dropped in 1960, and the SSI definition was based on the original value of investment in plant

and machinery. The investment value was revised over time, and by 1999, the investment ceiling

was Rs 10 million in plant and machinery (at historical cost).

The impact of the product dereservation on output markets has been thoroughly studied in

the literature. The consensus is that the dereservation policy was not systematically related to

industry characteristics. In the official report to the government, Hussain (1997) states that there
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was “no explanation in official documents anywhere how the list of reserved items have been se-

lected,...the choice of products was somewhat arbitrary”. The dereservation policy led to entry of

large firms into the dereserved markets, which boosted overall industry output and employment:

Martin, Nataraj, and Harrison (2017) find that the aggregate employment response is on average

above 40%, output increased by about 30%, wages by 6%, and the number of producers grew by

about 13%. Most of the policy response occurred among new firms entering the dereserved prod-

uct space, rather than old firms adding new products (Amirapu, Gechter, and Smagghue 2018).

In contrast to the existing literature, we use the dereservation as an unexpected change in the

conditions that firms face on intermediate input markets; we are thus looking at firms that are

downstream from the dereserved markets. Unit values paid by downstream firms using inputs

from dereserved markets drop by about eight to twelve percent upon dereservation. (see Online

Appendix for full results of regressing log unit values of domestic 5-digit inputs on a dereservation

indicator with various fixed effects). We use the policy to obtain variation in input supply that is

plausibly exogenous to the production decisions of using firms that were not in the small scale

sector.

3.4. Input Similarity Weighted by Dereservation. The official list of dereserved items is taken

from the Ministry’s website, and manually matched to 5-digit ASIC products. To define dereser-

vation, let δijt′ be one if and only if firm j at some point uses a five-digit in the three-digit category

i that has been dereserved during or before year t′. We then interact the similarity measures by

these dereservation indicators as follows:

(3.2) (InputSimilarity-Dereservation)t
jkt′ =

N

∑
i=1

δijt′θijtθik

This measure ‘selects’ the portion of input industries in the inner product that have been dere-

served.

To study how the dereservation interacts with firms’ input mix in shaping their comparative ad-

vantage, the specification of Equation 3.1 is estimated with the input similarity measure weighted

by dereservation. Table 4 shows that the estimated coefficient of the dereservation-weighted input

similarity coefficient is positive and statistically significant in all specifications: when input i gets

dereserved or faces reduced tariffs, firms that have been using i intensively are more likely to add
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products that rely heavily on i. Column 4 includes a tariff-change-weighted input similarity mea-

sure, analogous to the dereservation-weighted input similarity.15 Later, the structural estimation

provides a tariff equivalent for dereservation.

TABLE 4. Industry Entry: The Impact of Dereservation

Dependent variable: Addjkt

(1) (2) (3) (4)

InputSimilarity0
jk 0.0379∗∗ 0.0371∗∗ 0.0273∗∗ 0.0268∗∗

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0006) (0.0006)

InputSimilarity-Dereservation0
jkt 0.0429∗∗ 0.0424∗∗ 0.0203∗∗ 0.0192∗∗

(0.0025) (0.0024) (0.0024) (0.0024)

InputSimilarity-Tariff0
jkt -0.0701∗∗

(0.0095)

Firm × Year FE αjt Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry × Year FE αkt Yes
k× k′ × t FE αkk′t Yes Yes

R2 0.0098 0.0118 0.0575 0.0576
Observations 52,691,029 52,691,029 52,666,907 52,666,907
Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the firm-industry level.
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01

To put these numbers in perspective, a firm experiencing a dereservation of one of its inputs gets

a shock equivalent to a 0.30 increase in input similarity for its most affected output industry, and

0.19 and 0.12 increases for its second- and third-highest affected output industries. A one standard

deviation increase in the initial input similarity-dereservation measure is associated with a 18%

higher industry entry rate, versus a 13% higher industry entry rate for the tariff based measure,

suggesting a much larger direct role for removal of entry barriers compared to input tariff cuts..16

3.5. Case Study. Dereservation reduced firm’s input prices and we use the policy to obtain vari-

ation in input supply that is plausibly exogenous to the production decisions of using firms (that

were not in the small scale sector). The reasoning for using the dereservation policy to study input-

based comparative advantage can be motivated by a notable example in comparative advantage

driven by better input supply from dereservation.

15This is constructed by replacing the dereservation indicator δijt′ with the change in India’s import tariffs ∆τijt′ . For
the precise definition and data description, see Appendix C.2.
16As the paper addresses mechanisms driving product entry of firms, we abstract from indirect input-output linkages
which could be important if the question of interest is the aggregate effect of dereservation or tariff policies.
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India is the leading producer, consumer, and exporter of spices in the world, and produces 28

per cent of the world’s spices. The spice industry in India traditionally specialized in bulk spice

commodity production, but has now become a world supplier of high-value spice products (in-

cluding oleoresins, seasonings, sterilized spices, and nutraceuticals). According to the Asian De-

velopment Bank, one of the main constraints faced by high-value spice producers is the difficulty

in getting high quality and reliable supply of spices, for which they rely on small unorganized

firms.

Spices were reserved for small scale production till 2008. On October 10, 2008, the government

of India dereserved one of the main product categories - Ground and Processed Spices, which

serves as an input into several related industries. The National Productivity Council of India

documented that the dereservation led to a rise in employment per unit and an expansion in

capital investment per unit in the ground and processed spices industry.

Immediately after the dereservation in November 2008, industry magazine, Spice India, sug-

gested that it is “for the spice industry now to make use of the dereservation” to expand its pro-

cessing capabilities and to enhance development in high value added segments. One of the top

five sellers of spice oleoresins in the world is a good example of how the product mix of firms

changed with the dereservation of spices.

Headquartered in Cochin, Kerala, the Akay Group is a large Indian firm with sales of over USD

45 million in 2017. It exports mostly to the United States, Europe, and China and is a leading

producer of high value spice products. It initially specialized in food colouring, certain spices and

flavoured oil. Following the dereservation, Akay expanded its product offerings to new products,

which rely heavily on dereserved inputs, such as spiceuticals (spice-base health supplements)

and various oleoresins (which are semi-solid spice oils such as capsicum oleoresin and cardamom

oleoresin). Therefore, building on its earlier product portfolio, Akay has scaled up operations

in products which use related dereserved inputs. Similar examples of moving towards spice-

intensive products can be found in the ASI data for firms that were in related industries before the

dereservation. Therefore, the case study provides a real-world example of the findings from the

reduced form evidence.

3.6. Alternative Theories of Product Diversification. While the previous sub-sections control

for a rich set of fixed effects to account for unobserved differences across firms, industries and

industry-pairs over time, co-production could arise due to other rationales suggested by theories
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of the firm, such as vertical integration and demand complementarities or substitutability. We

discuss these in the remainder of this Section, and find that they are not confounding the findings

for shared inputs driving product diversification.

3.6.1. Vertical Diversification Measures. Firms could diversify up and down their value chain to

gain vertical efficiency (for example, Stigler 1951; Chandler 1992). We use the constructed input-

output shares θ̄ to measure whether a sector k is upstream or downstream from the firm’s current

product mix. Let σt
zj denote the sales of firm j in industry z at time t, divided by the total of j’s

sales at time t. Accordingly, we define:

upstreamt
jk =

N

∑
z=1

σzjtθkz, downstreamt
jk =

N

∑
z=1

σzjtθzk.(3.3)

where z runs over the set of three-digit industries. To make sense of these definitions, consider the

following analogy: imagine a firm j with observed sales shares σjt. Then given the firm’s output

mix σjt and the industry’s average input expenditures for these outputs, one would expect the

expenditure share upstream of j on k to be upstreamt
jk. This measure, for example, is positive for

the car components industry when the firm being considered is in the car industry, and the value

of the upstream measure rises with the share of car sales of the firm and with the input share of car

components in making cars. Likewise, downstreamt
jk is proportional to the expected expenditure

share of downstream industry k on a firm with the output mix σjt. It is positive, for example,

for the car industry when the firm being considered makes car components, and the value of the

downstream measure rises with the firm’s sales share in car components and the input share of

car components in the downstream car industry.

3.6.2. Output Similarity Measures. Firms might also enjoy other complementarities in outputs, by

which firms who produce in one, or a certain set of industries, are able to obtain relatively higher

prices or sales for products from another industry. We construct a measure of output similarity

analogously to our input similarity index as an inner product between firm j’s sales shares and

the aggregate industry k’s sales shares:

outputSimilarityt
jk =

N

∑
i=1

σijtσik,

where i runs over the set of three-digit industries. The vector σk denotes the (size-weighted)

average σij′ among firms j′ that derive their highest fraction of revenue from sales in k. Again, this
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measure captures the degree of overlap between firm j’s portfolio of sales (across industries), and

the average portfolio of firms that sell most in k. We also construct an output similarity weighted

by the dereservation dummies analogously to the input similarity measure in equation (3.2).

Output similarity summarizes similar distributions of sales, which would be implied by the

horizontal diversification motives of demand-side theories (for example, Brander and Eaton 1984;

Shaked and Sutton 1990; Willig, Salop, and Scherer 1991; Jovanovic and Gilbert 1993; Dhingra

2013; Bernard et al. 2018). If firms diversify to internalise demand complementarities across prod-

ucts, it would show up as higher values of output similarity and there would then be a positive

relationship between the output similarity measure and firm’s product diversification. If firms di-

versify to gain market power by taking over substitutable products, then output similarity would

be low and there would be a negative relationship with firm diversification.

The advantage of the output similarity measure is that it encapsulates various factors determin-

ing co-production in a way that is broadly applicable, relying on information from input-output

tables. But like many inferred measures, output similarity embeds both demand and supply-side

motivations.17 For our purposes, this means we cannot disentangle the different demand and sup-

ply side factors embedded in output similarity, but we can assess whether these factors confound

the effects of input similarity in determining firm diversification.

Output and input similarity would be positively correlated with each other when the latter is an

important contributor to co-production, as suggested by Figures 1.2a and 1.2b. There is however

substantial independent variation across the two measures especially when they are interacted

with the dereservation policy. The correlation of the dereservation interactions of input and out-

put similarity is tiny because the dereserved products could not generally be produced by firms

(which were not “small” according to the policy).

17Product substitutability has also been measured in related work by Broda and Weinstein (2006) and Hoberg and
Phillips (2016), which construct demand substitutability measures respectively through trade data across various coun-
tries (where demand-side parameters are inferred structurally) and through computational linguistic methods to deter-
mine product similarity from textual product descriptions (which correlate well with demand-side expenditures such as
advertising). These methods are applicable either only to exported products or rely on English language descriptions,
which makes them less suited to other settings.
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Dependent variable: Addjkt

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

InputSimilarity0
jk 0.0379∗∗ 0.0251∗∗ 0.0245∗∗ 0.0199∗∗ 0.0195∗∗

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0005) (0.0006) (0.0006)

InputSimilarity-Dereservation0
jkt 0.0429∗∗ 0.0383∗∗ 0.0378∗∗ 0.0155∗∗ 0.0145∗∗

(0.0025) (0.0024) (0.0024) (0.0023) (0.0023)

OutputSimilarity0
jk 0.0136∗∗ 0.0136∗∗ 0.100∗∗ 0.100∗∗

(0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0018) (0.0018)

OutputSimilarity-Dereservation0
jkt 0.0344∗∗ 0.0334∗∗ 0.0171∗∗ 0.0171∗∗

(0.0016) (0.0016) (0.0022) (0.0022)

Upstream0
jk 0.0335∗∗ 0.0315∗∗ 0.0291∗∗ 0.0291∗∗

(0.0009) (0.0009) (0.0030) (0.0030)

Downstream0
jk -0.00826∗∗ -0.0076∗∗ -0.0035∗ -0.0036∗

(0.0007) (0.0006) (0.0014) (0.0014)

InputSimilarity-Tariff0
jkt -0.0640∗∗

(0.0095)

Firm × Year FE αjt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry × Year FE αkt Yes
k× k′ × t FE αkk′t Yes Yes

R2 0.00981 0.0122 0.0140 0.0646 0.0646
Observations 52,691,029 52,691,029 52,691,029 52,666,907 52,666,907
Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the firm-industry level.
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 5 shows the result of estimating equation (3.1) controlling for the output similarity vari-

able, the dereservation-weighted version of it, and for the two vertical relatedness measures.

Firms are also slightly more likely to move upstream from their product mix, and slightly less

likely to move downstream, showing again a role for inputs in product diversification. The esti-

mated coefficient of output similarity is positive and significant, in particular in the specifications

with k× k′ × t fixed effects. Putting the numbers in perspective, a one standard deviation higher

output similarity or upstream linkage is associated with a 62 percent and a 152 percent higher

entry probability respectively (based on Column 2). A one standard deviation rise in the down-

stream linkage is associated instead with a 38 percent lower entry probability. The existence of

these channels is is not entirely surprising, and could be suggestive of other complementarities,

such as demand complementarities, motivating product diversification. Most importantly, the
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estimated coefficients of input similarity and dereservation-weighted input similarity remain pos-

itive and statistically significant across different specifications. They are also economically more

important than the other measures through higher estimated coefficients and larger values of the

measure on average.

3.6.3. Alternative Output Complementarity Measures. A non-parametric way of capturing demand

complementarities is to include a vector of output industry mix × year fixed effects for all ob-

served output combinations (i.e. fixed effects at the industry mix-time level rather than just at the

industry pair-time level). Table 6 shows the entry regressions with fixed effects for k × K(j) × t

groups, where K(j) is a set of dummies for the mix of goods produced by j at the time of first

observation. These specifications show that among all producers of a particular product mix at a

given time and for a particular industry k, entry rates are higher for firms that use input bundles

more similar to those needed in industry k. The output mix fixed effects absorb time variation in

the entry probabilities for combinations of industries, including those arising from demand com-

plementarities. The coefficient of the input similarity measures remain positive and statistically

significant. It is slightly smaller than the baseline specification with k× k′ × t fixed effects (in Col-

umn (3) of Table 4), as might be expected because the average input similarity effect is subsumed

in the new fixed effects.

Table 6 confirms that input similarity is not confounded with demand-side motivations for

changes in the output mix of firms as controlled for by the k× K(j)× t groups of all initial output

mixes.18 It also reveals that firms move into industries similar in output to their main industry, but

dissimilar in output to the rest of their industry mix. If output similarity is interpreted as capturing

demand complementarities, then this is consistent with diversification into industries that receive

positive demand spillovers from the main industry and into industries that differentiate the firm

from its competitors that have the same industry mix.

3.6.4. Diversification Discount. Agency-based theories of the firm suggest that diversification re-

duces the value, growth or productivity of firms and that managers undertake diversification to

deploy distressed assets away from core activities. It therefore might be that firm diversification

into industries with shared inputs reflects weaker firms moving into new activities that would not

18See, for instance, Mayer, Melitz, and Ottaviano (2020) who use a similar approach to control for firm-export destina-
tion effects.
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TABLE 6. Industry Entry with Output-Mix Indicators

Dependent variable: Addjkt

(1) (2) (3) (4)

InputSimilarity0
jk 0.0145∗∗ 0.0143∗∗ 0.0147∗∗ 0.0145∗∗

(0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0006)

InputSimilarity-Dereservation0
jkt 0.0125∗∗ 0.0121∗∗ 0.0122∗∗ 0.0118∗∗

(0.0025) (0.0025) (0.0025) (0.0025)

InputSimilarity-Tariff0
jkt -0.0268∗∗ -0.0269∗∗

(0.010) (0.010)

OutputSimilarity0
jk -0.0228∗∗ -0.0228∗∗

(0.0038) (0.0038)

OutputSimilarity-Dereservation0
jkt 0.0066∗∗ 0.0066∗∗

(0.0025) (0.0025)

Upstream0
jk 0.0039 0.0039

(0.0080) (0.0080)

Downstream0
jk -0.0000 -0.0000

(0.0025) (0.0025)

Firm × Year FE αjt Yes Yes Yes Yes
k× K(j)× t FE αkK(j)t Yes Yes Yes Yes

R2 0.123 0.123 0.123 0.123
Observations 47,136,891 47,136,891 47,136,891 47,136,891
Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the firm-industry level.
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01

be pursued by stronger firms to achieve growth. As a first examination of this weak firm hypoth-

esis, Table 7 estimates the heterogeneous effects across firms based on their initial size, which is

often taken as a proxy for stronger performance. We run the baseline entry regressions but interact

input similarity (and the dereservation-weighted version) with log sales of the firm at the time of

first observation (to proxy for “strong” vs “weak” firms). The regressions clearly show that larger

firms have a stronger correlation between input similarity and industry entry. The negative coef-

ficient on InputSimilarity0
jk is completely dominated by the positive coefficient on the interaction,

resulting in an almost zero correlation for the smallest firms (as log sales for the bottom percentile

is about 12). The estimated coefficients are very similar to the ones from this table when using

log sales at time t instead of at the time of first observation. Therefore there is little evidence to

support that weaker firms select into input-similar industries.
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TABLE 7. Revealed Comparative Advantage – Sales Interactions

Dependent variable: Addjkt

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

InputSimilarity0
jk -0.0346∗∗ -0.0348∗∗ -0.0328∗∗ -0.0396∗∗ -0.0382∗∗

(0.0029) (0.0028) (0.0029) (0.0029) (0.0030)

InputSimilarity0
jk × logSales0

jk 0.0042∗∗ 0.0041∗∗ 0.0040∗∗ 0.0039∗∗ 0.0038∗∗

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)

InputSimilarity-Dereservation0
jkt -0.0102 -0.00888 -0.00314 -0.0180 -0.0139

(0.020) (0.020) (0.020) (0.019) (0.019)

InputSimilarity-Dereservation0
jkt × logSales0

jk 0.0029∗ 0.0028∗ 0.0024∗ 0.0020+ 0.0018+

(0.0011) (0.0011) (0.0011) (0.0011) (0.0011)

InputSimilarity-Tariff0
jkt -0.156 -0.0898

(0.10) (0.094)

InputSimilarity-Tariff0
jkt × logSales0

jk 0.0047 0.0024
(0.0053) (0.0049)

Firm × Year FE αjt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry × Year FE αkt Yes Yes
k× k′ × t FE αkk′t Yes Yes

R2 0.0100 0.0120 0.0121 0.0577 0.0577
Observations 52,691,029 52,691,029 52,691,029 52,666,907 52,666,907

Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the firm-industry level.
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01

It may however be that firms that diversify into input-similar industries start to experience

slower growth, which would again point towards weaker (low-growth) firms selecting into input

similar industries. Table 8 studies the relationship between post-entry sales growth and input

similarity, and Tables 25, 26, and 27 in the Appendix provide further checks with different sets of

fixed effects to compare across firms by their entering and continuing industries. In particular, we

examine the following specification:

log

(
∑h

τ=1 Salesjkt

∑h
τ=1 1 (Firm j observed at t)

)
= β0inputSimilarity0

jk + αkt + ε jkt

on the sample of observations (j, k, t) where firm j is entering industry k between t and t+ 1 for h =

3 or 5 years. The dependent variable is log average sales of the firm in the industry it entered over

a three-year and five-year horizon, where the average is taken across all years where we observe

the firm (note that this may include zeros if the firm has exited the industry during that time

window).19 Table 8 includes industry-year fixed effects and therefore compares firms entering

19We choose this dependent variable because in any given year, smaller firms are only surveyed with about 20% prob-
ability. Given that we are conditioning on entry, sales in year t + 1 are necessarily positive.
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the same industry k at time t that may have produced different outputs before. We find that

firms whose input mix is more similar to k have higher post-entry sales, and not a diversification

discount as predicted by many agency-based theories.

TABLE 8. Post-entry Growth: Within Entering Industries

Dep. var.: log
(

Avg. Salest,...,t+3
jk

)
Dep. var.: log

(
Avg. Salest,...,t+5

jk

)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

InputSimilarity0
jk 1.5438∗∗ 1.4885∗∗ 1.3314∗∗ 1.7403∗∗ 1.6836∗∗ 1.5259∗∗

(0.0859) (0.0864) (0.0878) (0.0869) (0.0875) (0.0887)

InputSimilarity-Dereservation0
jkt 1.4308∗∗ 1.0711∗∗ 1.4672∗∗ 1.1060∗∗

(0.3349) (0.3313) (0.3349) (0.3275)

InputSimilarity-Tariff0
jkt -21.5375∗∗ -21.6295∗∗

(1.3242) (1.3368)

Industry × Year FE αkt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

R2 0.181 0.181 0.186 0.188 0.189 0.194
Observations 55,318 55,318 55,318 55,318 55,318 55,318

Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the firm-industry level.
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: Dependent variable is the log average sales by firm j in industry k between t + 1 and t + h for h = 3 or 5
years. Years where the firm is not surveyed are excluded in the calculation of the average.

3.6.5. Other Explanations and Robustness. Within the resource-based view of the firm, our focus has

been on shared intermediate inputs because of the policy variation that we can directly leverage.

Primary factors, like labour and capital, could also be shared across industries within the firm.

This is explored in full detail in Section 5 after a simpler exposition with just intermediate inputs.

In Appendix B we report a number of additional results and robustness checks: input similar-

ity shapes revealed comparative advantage not only through industry entry, but also through the

probability of dropping an industry from the mix, and through the intensive margin of produc-

tion. The probability of dropping an industry falls with input similarity while sales in an industry

rise with input similarity. This suggests that product turnover is not driving the relationship be-

tween diversification and input similarity, which is also reaffirmed in the post-entry sales growth

specifications. We also show that results hold when focusing on (i) the set of large firms (100+

employees) that are sampled every year in the ASI; (ii) the set of firms that are single-plant firms;

(iii) the sample when excluding industry-pairs (k, k′) where there is never any co-production; (iv)

the sample excluding few producing firms per industry-year; (v) the sample of firms that exclude

those defined as wholesalers; and (vi) the sample of firms that are single product to begin with.
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Finally, the results are also robust to changing the estimator from OLS to Logit to better account

for the discrete nature of the dependent variable. We conclude that input-based comparative ad-

vantage is robust to a number of explanations for product diversification proposed by theories of

the firms.

The next Section investigates these reduced form findings by building a structural model that

explains them and quantifies the role of firm level comparative advantage based on Input-Output

mechanisms.

4. THEORY OF THE FIRM: PRODUCT DIVERSIFICATION AND INPUT SIMILARITY

This Section presents a theory of multiproduct firms including economies of scope. We focus

on the simplest setting which yields a relationship between policy changes in the input market,

supply of inputs, and production choices of multiproduct firms.

The model starts with the primitive of industry-specific production functions, which firms use

with their endowed industry-specific productivities. Economies of scope arise because firms can

invest in acquiring input-specific capabilities that can be shared across the industries that they

produce in. This generates input-based comparative advantage, which makes firms more likely to

produce in industries that share inputs. Increases in the depth of input supply, such as the removal

of upstream entry barriers or reductions in input tariffs, operate to heighten these economies of

scope. But as a firm goes on expanding its product range, its acquired capabilities get stretched

further and the return to comparative advantage declines, as in models of core competencies. This

endogenises the flexible manufacturing hypothesis of Eaton and Schmitt (1994); Eckel and Neary

(2010); Mayer, Melitz, and Ottaviano (2014), where unit costs of production rise as firms move

away from their core competencies.20

The production model allows us to isolate upstream-downstream linkages and their role in

multiproduct final good production. As we shall see, even here the interdependency of suppliers’

entry choices and producers’ capability choices that allow them to use better quality suppliers

opens up a rich framework. Key to establishing the existence of a supplier equilibrium is avoiding

Jevon’s Paradox, namely that increased efficiency of an input (due to more efficient coal engines) can

result in a net increase in demand for the input (coal), causing an outwardly spiralling feedback

20This also rationalizes the finding of Fontagne, Secchi, and Tomasi (2018) that exporters have typical (essentially me-
dian) product vectors that are common across many markets but that there is also considerable fickleness of distinct
product baskets across markets (perhaps due to country specific demand).
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loop. In our case, increased entry lowers the input costs of downstream firms, spurring further

demand and therefore entry. The supplier model also shows that as parameters approach Jevon’s

Paradox, multiple supplier equilibria are possible, precisely as one would get with textbook falling

average cost curve models. This echoes the literature on external scale economies going back to

Ethier (1982), although in our case these arise endogenously from a downstream demand response

to cutthroat competition by suppliers rather than from a technological assumption.

The model first solves for the optimal pricing and production choices of downstream firms

for fixed capabilities, then turns to supplier behavior and establishes their production, pricing

and entry choices. It then determines the capability choice of firms for exogenous industry-time

demand shifters.21 In that sense, the model is not completely closed, remaining agnostic about

the relationship of the demand-shifters since the empirics will allow for rich empirical substitu-

tion/complementarity patterns over time.

The key insight from the model is that unit costs across industries for multiproduct firms are

interdependent through the portfolio of demand a firm faces because capabilities are chosen to

maximize total profits, not minimize costs in any single industry. This extends the pioneering

work by Panzar and Willig (1981) and Baumol (1977) as the existence of economies of scope brings

in joint optimization considerations that alter the usual duality results. The framework generates

an intuitive estimating equation that mirrors and interprets the input similarity results of the pre-

vious Section. The portfolio of products a firm produces and the impact that policy changes have

on observed portfolios are determined by a firm’s optimal input distance from an industry. Dis-

tance from an industry carries a productivity penalty as per the idea of core competence, which

examination shows contains the Input Similarity measure

−∑
i

(
θijt − θik

)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Input Distance Penalty

= 2 ∑
i

θijtθik︸ ︷︷ ︸
Input Similarity

− ∑
i

θ2
ijt︸ ︷︷ ︸

Hicks Neutral Capability Cost

− ∑
i

θ
2
ik︸ ︷︷ ︸

Industry Effect

,

which can be interpreted in the light of theory. The theory motivates an instrumental variable (IV)

strategy that uses common industry-time demand shocks to approximate how endogenous firm

21The closest piece to our model of supplier behavior is de Blas and Russ (2015) who use Frechet cost draws and limit
pricing for a discrete number of firms who sell to end consumers and our setting delivers analogues to their Propositions
1 and 2. In contrast, we examine the interplay of supplier entry and downstream feedback effects through demand that
creates the possibility of Jevon’s Paradox and multiple or non-existence of equilibria while still delivering a tractable
model that can be readily estimated.
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revenue shares would change, which maps onto input distance changes (separately from firm-

industry-time changes holding last period’s capability choices constant). This will allow us in the

next Section to use the structural estimates to quantify entry barriers in terms of equivalent tariffs

and to determine the extent to which input-driven economies of scope explain the portfolios of

multiproduct firms.22

4.1. Demand and Unit Costs. There are a finite number of downstream firms, who are large rel-

ative to suppliers. Firm j can produce in multiple industries, indexed by k. In period t, firm j pays

a fixed cost of fkt to operate in industry k and faces inverse demand in industry k of23

pjkt
(
qjkt
)
= Dktq

ρ−1
jkt

where pjkt are prices, qjkt are quantities and Dkt is an industry-time demand shifter. To produce a

quantity qjkt in industry k at time t, firm j combines inputs from industry i, Mijkt, using a constant

return to scale Cobb-Douglas technology with industry input expenditure shares θik and industry

productivity labeled ϕjk.24 As firms pay a fixed cost to produce in any industry each period, we

can think of them as ‘production loci’ with firm-industry productivity vector types ϕj that produce

different combinations of final goods each period depending on demand and supply conditions.

At input prices Sijtψit, the unit cost of firm j to produce in industry k at time t, is therefore

cjkt ≡∏
i

(
Sijtψit/θik ϕjk

)θik .

Thus cjkt is a vector of unit costs which are influenced by input prices and industry productivities.

4.2. Capabilities. Inputs Mijk at the industry level are a composite of quantities mιijkt of varieties,

indexed by ι. Mijk is the CES aggregator of varieties of input i:

M(σ−1)/σ
ijkt =

∫ ∞

0
m(σ−1)/σ

ιijkt dι(4.1)

where variety ι of input i has a price sιit. Firms have capabilities of using inputs with prices
[
cijt, ∞

)
where cijt is chosen by the firm. Here lower cijt corresponds to both a greater variety of inputs

22In what follows, we take all prices in terms of a numeraire input or commodity (e.g. labor).
23As is well known, this structure can be microfounded with CES preferences over varieties at the industry level. How
one chooses to aggregate across industries has implications for the patterns across {Dkt} each period. We remain
agnostic to allow for flexibility in the estimation.
24In keeping with this section’s focus on input capabilities, ϕjk could be modeled as a Cobb-Douglas aggregation of

firm-input productivities: ϕjk = ∏i Aθik
ij .
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and lower average prices. This can be interpreted as firms screening their input suppliers by

choosing a lower cost cutoff for suppliers that they meet. Firms then minimize costs to produce

Mijkt conditional on cijt.

All firms have an innate capability for inputs from industry i, ci0, and can adjust this capability

due to demand and supply conditions subject to a Hicks neutral cost across production in all

industries.25 Letting cjt denote the vector of acquired capabilities, the unit costs of a multiproduct

firm are given by ω
(

cjt

)
cjkt in each industry, where

ω
(

cjt

)
≡ exp

{
∑

i

(
ln ci0 − ln cijt

)2
/2

}
.

A firm can use its acquired capabilities across any number of products and re-optimizes by choos-

ing cijt each period. In order to simplify the subsequent notation, we normalize ci0 = 1.26

4.3. Upstream Suppliers. Suppliers can enter input market i by paying an entry cost fs and re-

ceive a cost draw bι with Pr (bι ≥ b) = (b/sm)
−λ with 0 < λ < 1. The resulting mass of entrants

is Nit. Suppliers are monopolistically competitive across varieties ι, but within varieties inputs are

perfect substitutes and so suppliers engage in limit pricing akin to Bernard et al. (2003). Supplier

ι chooses price sιit, supplying a quantity mιijt to downstream firm j and earns profits ζιit by selling

to any interested firms with the capability to purchase their variety. Since the minimum cost draw

among Nit entrants is Pr (bιit ≥ b) = (b/sm)
−Ωit with Ωit ≡ λNit, increases in entry uniformly

decrease supplier costs which are passed on downstream, and prices drop even further from limit

pricing. It is noteworthy that supplier depth (per unit mass of entry) λ and the mass of entrants Nit

both have similar price-reducing effects through stochastic dominance in lower supplier prices.

4.4. Equilibrium. We are mainly concerned with how policies might influence supplier depth

and thereby capability choice and input distance with multiproduct firms. We therefore use a par-

tial equilibrium setting in which suppliers enter, receive heterogeneous cost draws but compete

Betrand within their variety to supply downstream firms. Downstream firms are large compared

to suppliers and purchase a continuum of input varieties as determined by their choice of capa-

bilities to enter across industries and maximize profits in the presence of scope economies across

industries. The jointness of the mutiliproduct firm production and sourcing decisions combined

25The innate capability is assumed to be common for econometric reasons. It can be heterogeneous but will then need
to be estimated with fixed effects beyond the combination of industry-time.
26This will not influence our estimating equations as it is an industry-time effect.
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with external scale economies of suppliers interact to provide a rich setting.27 Our equilibrium

concept is as follows:

Definition. An equilibrium are choices in which firms and suppliers compete under monopolistic

competition in product markets such that:

(1) Each firm j maximizes joint profits given production technologies, { fkt}, {Dkt}, {ψit},{
θik
}

,
{

ϕjk
}

, sm, λ, input price distributions Pr (sιit ≥ s) = (s/sm)
−λNit and {Nit} by choos-

ing
{

qjkt
}

,
{

Mijt
}

,
{

cijt

}
and

{
mιijt

}
.

(2) Each supplier ι in industry i maximizes profits given the parameters and distributions

above, {Nit}, and downstream firm choices
{

qjkt
}

,
{

Mijt
}

,
{

cijt

}
by choosing price sιit.

(3) Suppliers enter until expected profits E [ζιit] equal the entry cost fs.

We now solve for the optimal behavior of (upstream) suppliers and (downstream) firms.

4.5. Unit Costs. In what follows, we will assume Nit ≥ max
{

1 + σ−2
λ , 1

}
which is a continuous

analogue of having at least two competitors, and is sufficient for limit pricing effects from entry.

While supplier entry is endogenous, we will characterize when downstream demand from final

good firms is sufficient to ensure this condition. In this setting, a downstream firm’s optimal

choice of inputs can be summarized by the following Proposition (all proofs are in the Appendix):

Proposition 1. Assume Ωit > 1− σ which is necessary for non-degenerate variety choices. Define the

cost index of input i for firm j as Sijt for costs Sijt Mijkt.

(1) The price index for input i for firm j is a function of capabilities cjit and supplier entry Nit:

S1−σ
ijt =

λNitϑit

λNit + σ− 1
sλNit

m c−λNit+1−σ
jit

where ϑit ≡ 1 + σ−1
λ(Nit−1)+σ−1

(
1− ((σ− 1) /σ)λ(Nit−1)+σ−1

)
.

(2) Since d ln Sijt/d ln cijt = 1 + λNit/ (σ− 1), it follows that when inputs are

(a) substitutes (σ > 1), increasing varieties lowers costs (Love for Variety),

(b) complements (σ < 1), decreasing varieties lowers costs (Hate for Variety).

27The model could be further closed with consumers who supply inputs to suppliers in general equilibrium but those
features are not relevant to the subsequent analysis.
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(3) Unit costs cjkt are given by

cjkt =
1

ϕjk︸︷︷︸
Firm−Industry (jk)

∏
i

(
ψit

(
Ωitϑit

Ωit + (σ− 1)

)1/(1−σ) sΩit/(1−σ)
m

θik

)θik

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Supplier (kt)

∏
i

(
c1−Ωit/(1−σ)

ijt

)θik

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Capability (jkt)

.

We next discuss the interplay between capabilities and supplier entry.

4.6. Supplier Entry. Since ρRjk are expenditures by a firm j in industry k and θik is the share of

those expenditures on input i, ∑j ∑k ρθikRjkt are total expenditures on input i. Expected profits

corresponding to these revenues under limit pricing are calculated by multiplying revenues by

the aggregate Lerner index Ljit = E
[
min {1/σ, 1− b1/b2} | b1 ≥ cjit

]
where b1/b2 is the ratio of the

lowest to second lowest cost draw of suppliers of the same variety. While the Lerner index varies

by firm, the aggregate Lerner index only depends on the intensity of supplier competition at the

industry level, even though each firm buys from a fraction
(

sm/cjit

)λNit
of all suppliers. Com-

pared to the usual role of the Lerner index 1/σ under CES preferences, this implies limit pricing is

eating into supplier profits and passing the benefits of external scale economies downstream. The

aggregate Lerner index is characterized by the following Proposition.

Proposition 2. The aggregate Lerner index that converts supplier industry revenues weighted by active

suppliers into profits,

Lit ≡
E [ζιit]

∑j ∑k ρθikRjkt

(
sm/cjit

)λNit
(4.2)

decreases in entry, approaches zero and is given by

Lit =
1
σ

(
σ

σ− 1

)−λ(Nit−1)

+
1

λ (Nit − 1) + 1

(
1−

(
σ

σ− 1

)−λ(Nit−1)−1
)
≤ 1

σ− 1
.

The aggregate Lerner index functions like an average markup that decreases with entry due to

increased competition from limit pricing. The free entry condition is expected supplier profits per

mass of entrants E [ζιit] /Nit equal to the entry cost fs, which with Equation (4.2) gives the entry

condition:

Lit =
fs

∑j ∑k ρθikRjkt

(
sm/cjit

)λNit
/Nit

.(4.3)
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Equation (4.3) will obtain if the left and right curves considered as functions of entry cross. The

aggregate Lerner index decreases in entry, so this has the potential to hold if the right hand side

increases in entry, i.e. average weighted revenues ∑j ∑k ρθikRjkt

(
sm/cjit

)λNit
/Nit decrease.

However, there is no reason this has to be the case. As the depth of suppliers increases, down-

stream input costs decrease, which spurs further entry. Famously, this occurs under Jevon’s Para-

dox, namely that increased efficiency of an input (due to more efficient coal engines) can result in

a net increase in demand for the input (coal), causing an outwardly spiralling feedback loop. In

our case, increased entry lowers the input costs of downstream firms, spurring further demand

and therefore entry. Even while fixing the complex interrelationship of capability choice with in-

put markets, it is crucial to examine whether this upstream-downstream feedback loop leads to

Jevon’s Paradox. This feedback loop can be understood through profit shifting. Increased entry

by suppliers decreases downstream costs through downward price competition that shifts profits

into cost savings downstream. This triggers the expansion of both profits and quantities down-

stream, spurring higher profits for suppliers and therefore entry. Looking at this profit channel, it

is intuitive that if the profit takings downstream as measured by the Lerner index 1− ρ is greater

than the upper bound 1/σ for all upstream Learner indexes, then the Paradox is avoided:28

Proposition 3. Holding downstream entry and capabilities constant, supplier entry drives average weighted

revenues eventually down to zero, including demand feedbacks from lower input costs, provided (1− ρ) σ ≥

1 which guarantees that downstream markups are high enough to absorb the upstream cost reductions.

Returning to Equation (4.3), one can picture the aggregate Lerner index drawn across levels

of supplier entry, dropping down from 1/ (σ− 1) towards an index of zero where limit pricing

consumes all industry profits per unit mass of suppliers and average weighted revenues fall to-

wards zero, sweeping the right hand side of Equation (4.3) unboundedly upwards. These curves

will cross so long as average revenues are high enough, which is true for sufficient downstream

effective demand. This crossing need not be unique as even for fixed downstream entry choices,

expected supplier profits E [ζιit] (the product of the aggregate Lerner index and average revenues)

are not necessarily decreasing in entry. However they will be given the stronger conditions below

28Famously, this occurs for inferior inputs, an idea dating at least to Jevons in 1865 who pointed to a paradox, by which
increased efficiency of an input (due to more efficient coal engines) can result in a net increase in demand for the input
(coal). Hicks later refers to such inputs as regressive inputs while subsequent work calls them Giffen inputs or inferior
inputs (see for example, Bear (1965); Portes (1968)). In our case, if the “No Jevon’s Paradox Condition” (1− ρ) σ ≥ 1
does not hold, then for high entry costs or low downstream demand, the market cannot support limit pricing, akin to
markets that are too small to support the entry of more than one firm.
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which further dampen the feedback loop that is Jevon’s Paradox. Once downstream entry is con-

sidered, then as input costs drop from supplier entry, downstream firms may enter new industries,

spiking up revenues abruptly, so for Equation (4.3) to hold, supplier entry must increase, poten-

tially leading to multiple equilibria.29 We summarize these arguments and provide a sufficient

condition for equilibrium holding downstream entry fixed in the following Proposition.

Proposition 4. Holding downstream entry and capabilities constant, an equilibrium exists when aver-

age weighted revenues are at least (σ− 1) fs at supplier mass Nit = 1 + σ−2
λ . Provided σ > 1 + λ

and (1− ρ) σ ≥ 2, supplier entry drives average expected profits monotonically down to zero, including

demand feedbacks from lower input costs.

If capabilities are instead not held fixed, this implies that entry changes for one input i will have

cascading effects on input demand for all inputs used in common production, causing changes

in supplier entry in all such inputs. Further analytical results would depend on demand struc-

tures (see Dhingra and Morrow (2019)), and general results are not likely because of the non-

monotonicities just detailed. Just as in models of the location of production, this is to be expected

from a rich model of interlinkages that allows for ‘accidents of history’ to occur.

When the condition of Proposition 4 holds, Equation (4.3) also provides two comparative statics

we appeal to in the empirical specification. First, if supplier entry costs fs are reduced as from

the removal of entry barriers, the right hand side of Equation (4.3) shifts out, showing that the

equilibrium mass of suppliers increases. Second, suppose that some of the suppliers are foreign

and for expositional purposes, supply only to the domestic market. For Nit fixed, if supplier costs

are reduced as through a tariff decrease in industry i, it is easy to show that the price index Sit

decreases, increasing average weighted revenues and again shifting out the right hand side of

Equation (4.3) and increasing the equilibrium level of supplier entry.30 This yields the following

Proposition.

Proposition 5. Under the assumptions of Proposition 4:

(1) Decreases in supplier entry costs increase supplier entry.

(2) Decreases in tariffs increase supplier entry.

29However, the result implies average weighted revenues must decrease to zero barring further entry, leading to an
inductive proof of at least one equilibrium with the conditions above.
30This can be modelled as a decrease in iceberg transport costs or a first order stochastic shift downwards in the cost
distribution since constant markups and limit pricing will pass this through into lower prices.
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4.7. Capability Choice. As derived above, unit costs are a function of chosen input capabilities

which we now model. Economies of scope arise in this model because firms can use their acquired

capabilities across industries. The returns to acquired capabilities however decrease as firms be-

come active in more industries. Then firms have to spread their input capabilities across a larger

range of inputs and according to the different factor intensities of their outputs. The acquired

capabilities are therefore not as tailored to the needs of each industry, as the industry mix gets

wider.

4.7.1. Profits and Revenues. The profit function of firm j at time t across all industries k is then

πjt = ∑
k

πjkt = ∑
k

pjktqjkt −∑
k

∑
i

ω
(

cjt

)
Sit Mijkt = ∑

k

(
Dktq

ρ
jkt −ω

(
cjt

)
cjktqjkt

)
.

A firm’s profit maximizing capability and production choices considering product markets jointly

are summarized in the following Proposition:

Proposition 6. Assume λNit > 1− σ. For firm-input expenditure shares θijt, the optimal capability choice

is

ln cijt= −Θitθijt

where Θit ≡ 1 + λNit/ (σ− 1) is the elasticity of input price w.r.t. capability. Firm-industry revenues are

given by

ln Rjkt = ln
(

ρ
ρ

1−ρ D
1

1−ρ

kt

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Demand (kt)

− ρ

1− ρ ∑
i

θik ln ψitϑ
1

1−σ

it

(
1−Θ−1

it

) 1
1−σ sΘit−1

m

θik︸ ︷︷ ︸
Supplier (kt)

+
ρ

1− ρ
ln ϕjk︸ ︷︷ ︸

RCA (jk)

+
ρ

2 (1− ρ) ∑
i

Θ2
itθ

2
ik︸ ︷︷ ︸

Supplier−Tech (kt)

− ρ

2 (1− ρ) ∑
i

Θ2
it
(
θijt − θik

)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Input Distance (jkt)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Comparative Advantage (jkt)

(4.4)

with the dimension of variation listed below each term.

Since ln cijt = −Θitθijt, it follows that firms sourcing from industry i increase their range of in-

puts under Love for Variety and decrease them under Hate for Variety. Since competency is costly,

firms don’t invest in capabilities for inputs they don’t source, i.e. when θijt = 0. The addition

to Equation (4.4) of Comparative Advantage is beyond standard models and yields input-based
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comparative advantage, highlighted by the resource-based theory of the firm, through capability

adjustment and different effective pools of suppliers for each firm.31 The Demand and Supplier

terms can be estimated with Industry-Time fixed effects which capture production shifts from the

changing demand and supply environment. The Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA) terms

capture idiosyncratic advantages a firm has across industries which are static and can be esti-

mated with Industry-Firm fixed effects, captured here with the interpretation of industry specific

combinations of idiosyncratic input productivities.

The remaining Comparative Advantage term captures the dynamic re-deployment of input

capability and is sensitive to the depth of input markets (through Nit in Θit). To interpret this term,

we split it into two parts to highlight the difference between single product and multiproduct

firms. The special case of the ‘average’ single product firm is useful with θijt = θik, in which case

the Input Distance term vanishes (the firm is exactly in its ‘core’ and tailors its inputs fully) and

only a Supplier-Technology effect of the benefits from supplier depth by input intensity remains.

To the extent that a multiproduct firm deviates from its core competency, this will be reflected in

input shares θijt deviating from each θik and penalizing industries far from the firm’s core. In the

case of identical supplier depth across markets, i.e. Θit = Θ, the penalty takes the intuitive form

of a coefficient times Euclidean distance squared, ∑i
(
θijt − θik

)2
.

A final result stemming from profit maximizing behavior is how firms approximately update

their core distance from changes in industry level demand {Dkt}, holding capabilities constant.

We will use this theory driven relationship in the instrumentation strategy below to correct for

potential biases from unobserved firm-industry level shocks.

Proposition 7. Input distance can be approximated by considering each firm holding capabilities constant

and optimally updating to respond to industry demand shocks through the relationship

∑
i

(
θijt − θik

)2 ≈∑
i

(
θijt−1 − θik

)2 − γkt ∑
i

χjkt−1
(
θijt−1 − θik

)2

31Following Proposition 6, the effective mass of suppliers a firm chooses is

Nit ·
(

sm/cjit

)λNit
= Nits

λNit
m eλNit(1+λNit/(σ−1))θijt

Since the vector of expenditure shares θjt is a function of contemporaneous demand and supply conditions and com-

parative advantage, θjt

(
Dk, Nt, φj

)
, there is firm heterogeneity in effective suppliers and ranks of supplier purchases

from capability choice stemming from the joint production and sourcing decision.
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where χjkt are revenue shares of industry k for firm j in year t and γkt is a common industry demand

innovation equal to 2 (Dkt/Dkt−1 − 1) / (1− ρ).

4.8. Estimating Policy Effects. Now consider an observable policy P that changes the depth of

input markets of the form Ωit = λNt = Ωi0 + αPPit. Linearizing Equation (4.4) around the initial

policy state Ωi0 and letting κx represent a fixed effect for characteristic x yields the following

estimating equation:

ln Rjkt = κkt + κjk +
ρ

1− ρ ∑
i

[
Θ2

i0 +
2Θi0

σ− 1
αP (Pit − Pi0)

] (
θijtθik − θ2

ijt/2
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Comparative Advantage (jkt)

(4.5)

The theory implies that Θit has the same sign as σ− 1, so estimating αP ·Θi0/ (σ− 1) allows for

testing hypotheses about the sign of αP.

Two policy changes over this period that can be expected to increase the depth of the sup-

plier market are dereservation and tariff changes, which change the number of potential suppliers

available. We model these two policy changes as a discrete effect of entry barriers (reservation) αB

within the three digit level (with Bijt equal to 1 if a five digit product the firm ever uses is reserved

in industry i and zero otherwise) and a linear effect ατ of tariffs on entry for three digit tariffs τijt

(these are aggregated at the firm level from observed average firm level imports at the five digit

level).

For ease of estimation, we will impose that all supplier markets have the same depth Ωi0 = Ω,

so that

Ωit = Ω + αBBijt + αττijt.

In light of the theory above, we can interpret these policy shifts as changing the depth of input

markets with theory signing both αB and ατ to be negative, so that with no entry barriers and zero

tariffs, Ωi0 = Ω is the ‘maximal’ market depth. Therefore Equation (4.5) approximates around a

policy space of no entry barriers and no tariffs. This then implies the estimating equation

ln Rjkt = κkt + κjk + κ0 ∑
i

(
θijtθik − θ2

ijt/2
)
+ κ1 ∑

i

(
αBBijt + αττijt

) (
θijtθik − θ2

ijt/2
)

.(4.6)

with κ0 = Θ2
i0ρ/ (1− ρ), κ1 = 2Θi0ρ/ (1− ρ) (σ− 1). This estimating equation says that (log)

firm revenues depend on industry-time Demand and Supply effects κkt, firm-industry effects κjk, a
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distance effect of industry k from the firm’s core competency κ0 and policy effects which exacerbate

distance for each input i through κ1αBBijt and κ1αττijt. Since deeper supply increases the returns

to capabilities, and entry barriers and tariffs decrease supplier entry (Proposition 5), κ1αB and κ1ατ

should be negative.

The tariff equivalent of dereservation can then be computed from αBκ1/ατκ1 = αB/ατ. Because

of the selection issues involved in log specifications of sales, we estimate the extensive margin of

production implied by Equation (4.6) which accounts for zeros in firm-industry sales. Firms will

produce in industry k exactly when Rjkt > (1− ρ) fkt, so we estimate Equation (4.6) as a linear

probability model for the outcome that observed revenues of the firm-industry are positive each

period.32 As we are estimating probabilities, we can think of how comparative advantage shifts

the production probability frontier of firms.

4.9. Structural Instrumentation. In Equation (4.6), firm expenditure shares θijt are a function of

time varying input prices ψit, demand shocks Dkt, firm-industry productivities ϕjk and fixed tech-

nology θik. Input price and demand shocks are estimated through industry-time fixed effects.

Productivities are estimated through firm-industry fixed effects, expressed as Revealed Compar-

ative Advantage. Technology is estimated with a large number of observations, so the risk of

measurement error contaminating θik is small, and similarly for demand and input shocks.33

There might be omitted variables from our structural equation that cause θijt to change, which

could bias our estimates of the role of capabilities. For example, demand or cost shocks at more

disaggregated levels than the firm-industry would change input expenditures and revenues of a

firm for reasons other than changes in input capabilities. It can be shown in these two cases for

instance that bias will exist but run in opposite directions:

• Contemporaneous demand shocks Djkt at the firm level would be positively correlated with

input similarity through the composition of firm activity.

32This can be naturally extended to an extensive margin formulation with a logit type model, see Appendix. We imple-
ment this for the structural form as a robustness check but have difficulties with IV-Logit due to the high dimensional
parameter space and well known sensitivity of that estimator.
33One potential concern is that dereservation systematically changes technology θik (such as through price sensitivity
of input shares for single product firms), in which case we could have instrumented for the change in input similarity
with the interaction between reservation and initial input similarity, under the assumption that better input supply
affects revenues only through the channel of input expenditure shares. Regression coefficients of the percentage of
reserved inputs within a three digit category on θik however have a mean of -0.010 with a standard deviation of 0.017,
which is to say about zero in significance and magnitude. Since in addition, the value percentage of reserved inputs
is generally much less than 100%, the implied changes are negligible. See the online Appendix for the histogram of
estimated coefficients.
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• Contemporaneous supply shocks ψijkt at the firm level would be negatively correlated with

input similarity through the composition of firm activity away from industries intensive in

using input i (high θik).

A key econometric insight of Proposition 7 is that omitted demand and supply shocks interact

with a firm’s industry mix which alters their input use and hence input similarity across indus-

tries, potentially introducing bias in estimating economies of scope or policy impacts. The the-

ory motivates a novel instrumental variable strategy that uses common industry-time demand

shocks to approximate how endogenous firm revenue shares would change input use. The instru-

mentation strategy is based on the assumption of common industry level demand innovations

Dkt/Dkt−1 across firms, which can be estimated precisely from the large number of observations

and projected on to firm behaviour through theory. Recovering these common demand shocks

allows us to predict changes in θijt based on shifts in the within firm distribution of activity.34 In

fact, examining the estimating Equation (4.5), what is needed is not instruments for each θijt, but

rather an instrument for terms of the form ∑i

(
θijtθik − θ2

ijt/2
)

and ∑i (Pit − Pi0)
(

θijtθik − θ2
ijt/2

)
.

The key insight here is that we need to instrument for comparative advantage and comparative

advantage interacted with exogenous policy changes.

Proposition 7 motivates the following instrumentation strategy. The current level of input simi-

larity can be predicted from the levels of the past period, plus a linear approximation of the change

in acquired comparative advantage one would expect from common industry demand shocks. In-

tuitively, this is akin to predicting current input expenditure levels from the previous year (and

the revealed comparative advantage they contain) and then projecting them forward one period

with a Bartik type instrument based on input expenditures from the Input-Output table.35 In the

34In doing so, we will hold the role of capabilities constant in the instrumentation stage to avoid non-linearity as the
full expression for input similarity is recursive. Even assuming common input markets for all inputs (λNit = Ω), the
expression becomes

∑
i

θihθijt =
∑i θih ∑k θikD1/(1−ρ)

kt

(
sktc
−(1+Ω/(σ−1))2 ∑i θihθijt
0 /ϕjk

)−ρ/(1−ρ)

∑k D1/(1−ρ)
kt

(
sktc
−(1+Ω/(σ−1))2 ∑i θihθijt
0 /ϕjk

)−ρ/(1−ρ)

with skt ≡ ∏i

(
ψit (Ω/ (Ω + (σ− 1)))1/(1−σ) sΩ/(1−σ)

m /θik

)θik
.

35While this instrumentation strategy works for contemporaneous shocks, if the omitted shocks are serially correlated,
they would appear in the previous period terms which are the basis for the IV strategy and the exclusion restriction
would fail. There are two potential approaches to this problem, either 1) explicitly modelling the serial process such
as shocks being AR(1) or 2) using even further lags in the first stage so that the serial correlation is lower. The former
approach is popular but in our case would introduce a non-linear in parameters estimator that presents computational
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case of a single instrument for terms of the form
(

θijtθik − θ2
ijt/2

)
, the first stage of an IV strategy

following from Proposition 7 is then:

∑
i

(
θijtθik −

θ2
ijt

2

)
= κkt + κjk + λ ∑

i

(
θijt−1θik −

θ2
ijt−1

2

)
− γkt ∑

i
χjkt−1

(
θijt−1θik −

θ2
ijt−1

2

)
.

(4.7)

Equation (4.7) is composed of three parts: the fixed effects found in the main structural equation

for revenues, a lagged term for the endogenous sum ∑i

(
θijtθik − θ2

ijt/2
)

, and linear adjustment

based on predicted input share changes from lagged revenue shares χjkt−1 and contemporaneous

industry level demand shocks γkt. This last term is essentially a (lagged) sales weighted ‘techno-

logical distance’ measure of the firm away from an industry k times the magnitude of the demand

innovation which predicts the change in ∑i

(
θijtθik − θ2

ijt/2
)

between periods.

However, as we need to instrument for both changes in input shares and these input shares in-

teracted with two policy changes, we need three instruments of the type in Equation (4.7), one for

the shares and two for their two policy interactions. For this 2SLS estimator, we also need a system

which includes all instruments in each first stage prediction equation. Accordingly, define both

θ̃ijkt ≡
(

θijtθik − θ2
ijt/2

)
and χ̃ijkt ≡ χjkt

(
θijtθik − θ2

ijt/2
)

and the following sums for parameters λ

and the K× T vector γ:

IM
jkt+1 ≡ λ ∑

i
θ̃ijkt − γ ∑

i
χ̃ijkt, IB

jkt+1 ≡ λ ∑
i

Bijt θ̃ijkt − γ ∑
i

Bijtχ̃ijkt, Iτ
jkt+1 ≡ λ ∑

i
τijt θ̃ijkt − γ ∑

i
τijtχ̃ijkt.

The resulting first stage equations for our estimator are as follows:36

∑
i

θ̃ijkt = κkt + κjk + IM
jkt

(
λ11, γ11

)
+ IB

jkt

(
λ12, γ12

)
+ Iτ

jkt

(
λ13, γ13

)
+ ηjkt(4.8)

∑
i

Bijt θ̃ijkt = κkt + κjk + IM
jkt

(
λ21, γ21

)
+ IB

jkt
(
λ22, γ22)+ Iτ

jkt
(
λ23, γ23)+ ηB

jkt(4.9)

∑
i

τijt θ̃ijkt = κkt + κjk + IM
jkt

(
λ31, γ31

)
+ IB

jkt
(
λ32, γ32)+ Iτ

jkt
(
λ33, γ33)+ ητ

jkt(4.10)

We implement the instrumental variable estimator of the structural coefficients in Equation (4.6)

as a manual 2SLS estimator, which allows us to calculate the fitted values of the first stage without

issues. The latter suffers from a large loss in observations, which would select towards larger firms because of the
nature of the data sample.
36In practice, sales within a firm-industry group are unlikely to be a balanced panel as the extensive margin of a firm’s
industries is liable to change (we in fact model and estimate this with a logit model). Consequently, our one period lag
strategy may lose some observations but it reduces the number of parameters that must be estimated simultaneously
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having to recover the high number of demand innovation coefficients γkt of the instruments in

(4.8-4.10) and accordingly we do not report them. We correct for the well-known misspecifica-

tion of the residual variance estimator in manual 2SLS (see Chapter 4.2.1 of Angrist and Pischke

2008) and cluster standard errors at the firm-industry level as proposed by Cameron and Miller

(2015). The resulting estimator is equivalent to those obtained through one-stage IV estimation

with clustered standard errors.

5. RESULTS AND THE ECONOMIC RELEVANCE OF INPUT CAPABILITIES

This Section first presents our structural estimates of the industry portfolio of firms. The esti-

mates predict which industries firms operate in following policy changes, showing how acquired

comparative advantage generates core competencies. We then turn to examples and counterfac-

tuals that demonstrate the role of input capabilities in predicting firm industry scope. A quantifi-

cation of input-based comparative advantage follows relative to aggregate industry movements

and co-production rates, before ending with an extension of the structural estimates to primary

factors.

5.1. Structural Estimates. Table 9 shows the OLS and IV estimates for the extensive margin ver-

sion of Equation (4.6). The estimated coefficient on the deviation of the input similarity measure

is κ0 = 0.0086 in the OLS, which rises to 0.1630 in the IV.37 The policy coefficient of interest for

the entry barriers is κ1αB = −0.0004 in the OLS which increases in magnitude to −0.0016 in the

IV. Comparing this with the coefficient on tariffs interacted with the input similarity deviation,

κ1ατ = −0.0168, the effect of entry barriers is a tenth of this. Both entry barriers and higher tariffs

reduce the role of Input Distance since fewer suppliers disincentivise investing in input capabili-

ties. The tariff equivalent of dereservation is then αB/ατ = 0.0016/0.0168 = 0.095. Entry barriers

from reservation of inputs for small scale firms therefore lower industry adoption, and their esti-

mated effect is equivalent to a 9.5 percentage tariff on inputs.

37For the IV sample, the OLS coefficients for the RHS variables are similar: 0.0092 (0.0002), -0.0004 (0.0002) and -0.0001
(0.0004) respectively. Relevant summary statistics are in Table 17 of the Appendix.
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TABLE 9. Structural Estimates for Multi-Industry Sales Premium

Positive Sales for Plant j in Industry k (Rjkt > 0)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Input Distance ∑i

(
θijtθik − θ2

ijt/2
)

0.0085** 0.0086** 0.1362** 0.1630**
(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0229) (0.0226)

Input Distance ∑i Bijt ·
(

θijtθik − θ2
ijt/2

)
-0.0004** -0.0004** -0.0016** -0.0016**

Entry Barriers (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0004) (0.0004)
Input Distance ∑i τijt ·

(
θijtθik − θ2

ijt/2
)

-0.0005 -0.0168**
Tariffs (0.0003) (0.0027)

κjk Yes Yes Yes Yes
κkt Yes Yes Yes Yes

Estimator OLS OLS IV IV

N 77,745,382 77,745,382 46,185,150 46,185,150
R2 0.762 0.762 0.760 0.760

Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the firm-industry level.
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01

5.2. Input-based Comparative Advantage Estimates. The structural estimates can be used to

quantify the importance of input capabilities in shaping firm-level comparative advantage. Input-

based comparative advantage (CA) can be summarized by the premium arising from input link-

ages in the production probability frontier. By expanding ln Rjkt, taking out industry-time, industry-

firm and firm-time fixed effects we have

(5.1) CAjkt ≡ κ̂0 ∑
i

θikθijt + κ̂1 ∑
i

(
α̂BBijt + α̂ττijt

)
θikθijt,

where parameters with a hat denote our IV estimates of the parameters. Note that due to fixed

effects, these estimates are within firm-industry so they are inferred from shifts in comparative

advantage, and they are also within industry-time so they measure shifts relative to other firms in

an industry. Therefore, this measure captures movements in comparative advantage.

Table 10 shows summary statistics of CA for firms across industries they produce in by sales

rank. CA increases a firm’s production probability by 4.3 percentage points on average, relative to

that predicted by industry-wide demand and supply factors (captured in the industry-time fixed

effects). For the top tenth percentile, this increase is more than 13 percentage points. On average,

CA is higher for single-industry firms because they can choose their input capabilities in a way

that is tailored to their industry. In line with the model, CA decreases as firms are active in more
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industries, since firms have to spread their input capabilities across a larger range of inputs and

factor intensities.

TABLE 10. Input-based Comparative Advantage by Industry Sales Rank

Industry rank Obs Mean p10 p90

1 307,294 0.054 0.004 0.153
2 98,413 0.026 0.001 0.071
3 34,416 0.017 0.000 0.040
4 11,693 0.013 0.000 0.032
5 4,850 0.011 0.000 0.028
6 2,015 0.010 0.000 0.028
7 817 0.009 0.000 0.024
8 278 0.009 0.000 0.024
9 95 0.008 0.001 0.018
10+ 38 0.005 0.000 0.010

Total 459,909 0.043 0.002 0.132

We now study CA for industries that firms do not produce in, which is the additional proba-

bility that a firm would produce in a new industry by virtue of their input capabilities, holding

fixed their capability choice. Since the space of inputs is large and many industries will not have

inputs in common with the firm, CA is often close to zero for any given firm and industry. But

for more input similar firm-industry combinations, as suggested by Figure 1.1, CA is economi-

cally significant. Table 11 contrasts the average CA for single product firms in three industries

they might enter. Single-industry firms in the Edible fruits and nuts/edible vegetables industry

(code 121) on average enjoy a CA in the Fruit and vegetable juices industry (135) of 8.5pp, whereas

the single-industry firms in the (perhaps technologically more similar) industry of Soft drinks and

mineral water (152) would on average only get a 0.6pp premium. In this example, the Edible fruits

and nuts/edible vegetables industry is upstream to the Fruit and vegetables juices industry, and

may therefore share intermediate inputs. Many industry pairs where CA is economically relevant,

however, are not vertically related. Consider the Leather Bags and Purses industry (441), which is

not vertically related to both Leather footwear (443) and Plastic footwear (423). Given the Leather

footwear industry’s shared input use of leather with the Leather Bags and Purses industry, its

premium is 6.8pp, whereas the Plastic footwear industry’s premium is only 0.4pp. Table 28 in

Appendix E states the average CA with the highest premium for 25 industries. It shows the ex-

amples below are not outliers: in many industries input capabilities shape firm-level comparative

advantage to an extent that is economically relevant to firms.
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TABLE 11. Input-based Comparative Advantage for the Second Industry

Comparative Advantage in: Fruit and vegetable juices (135)
Edible fruits & nuts, edible vegetables (121) 8.5pp
Soft drinks & mineral water (152) 0.6pp

Comparative Advantage in: Animal Oils & Fats (115)
Other produce of animal origin (119) 5.3pp
Vegetable oils and fats (125) 1.1pp

Comparative Advantage in: Leather Bags and Purses etc. (441)
Leather footwear (443) 6.8pp
Plastic footwear (423) 0.4pp

Note: The table shows the average firm-level comparative advantage among single-
industry plants of two contrasting industries for the italicized industry. “Other pro-
duce of animal origin” covers mostly bone, horn, and meals thereof.

Table 12 further highlights the core competencies feature of input-based comparative advan-

tage. The columns contain the number of industries firms operate in and the rows contain the

firm sales ranking of each industry. For firms that produce in a single industry (top left), tailoring

input capabilities to the needs of the industry increases production probabilities by 5.2pp to the

production probability. Firms that produce in two industries experience a 6pp premium on their

core industry and about half of that, 2.9pp, on their secondary industry. As firms diversify into

more industries, the returns to capabilities for an individual industry decline. This occurs along

the rows and the columns, showing that the estimated industry adoption falls for firms that offer a

wider industry mix and also for core industries because the acquired capabilities are less tailored

to the needs of a single industry.

TABLE 12. Core Competency Sales Premium (in pp) from Input-Based Comparative Advantage

Industry # of Industries With Positive Sales
rank 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+

1 0.052 0.060 0.061 0.033 0.026 0.021 0.020 0.019 0.014 0.020
2 0.029 0.023 0.018 0.017 0.016 0.014 0.015 0.010 0.022
3 0.019 0.015 0.013 0.013 0.011 0.011 0.014 0.015
4 0.013 0.013 0.012 0.011 0.009 0.010 0.016
5 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.009 0.011 0.009
6 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.006
7 0.010 0.009 0.009 0.007
8 0.009 0.008 0.008
9 0.008 0.009
10+ 0.005
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Table 12 shows that more diversified multiproduct firms experience lower returns from input-

based comparative advantage in percentage terms. This of course conceals the large economic

magnitudes of premia associated with input-based comparative advantage in more diversified

firms, which are much bigger than other firms. To highlight this selection effect, entries in Table

13 contain the size-weighted CA of firms. We normalize sales weights by the average sales of a

single-product firm in that industry, so that the interpretation is premia weighted by the equiva-

lent number of typical single-product firms. The single-industry premium from acquiring capa-

bilities is hardly changed at 5.5pp, compared to the typical single-industry firm. Firms in multiple

industries now show large premia even when we move along the rows of core industries for firms

that operate in more and more industries. For example, a firm operating in nine industries has

a 46.8pp higher (size weighted) premium in its core industry compared to a 7.2pp core premium

for a two-industry firm. Moving down the columns, firms see larger premia on their core prod-

ucts, compared to their peripheral products. The lowest ranked industries of a firm show small

premia, of under 1pp. Examination of the analogous Tables for the model extended to factors of

production in Appendix F shows broadly the same patterns at roughly half the size.

TABLE 13. Core Competency Sales Premium (in pp) from Input-Based Comparative Ad-
vantage – Size-Weighted

Industry rank # of Industries With Positive Sales (CA weighted by size)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+

1 0.055 0.072 0.130 0.157 0.143 0.179 0.178 0.284 0.468 1.727
2 0.005 0.012 0.039 0.158 0.301 0.266 0.332 0.018 3.499
3 0.002 0.005 0.007 0.048 0.019 0.041 0.245 1.375
4 0.001 0.007 0.057 0.017 0.024 0.019 0.185
5 0.004 0.009 0.014 0.008 0.019 0.047
6 0.004 0.007 0.008 0.006 0.011
7 0.002 0.006 0.005 0.019
8 0.002 0.001 0.006
9 0.005 0.004
10+ 0.002

Tables 12 and 13 therefore confirm the core competencies feature of input-based compara-

tive advantage. Together they show that multiproduct firms experience growth as a result of

economies of scope in inputs, but that these decline as firms diversify into more and more indus-

tries.
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5.3. Economic Significance. To examine the economic importance of input-based comparative

advantage, we compare the distribution of industry-level variation in co-production, which are

captured in the fixed effects, with the model-implied comparative advantage terms. A large lit-

erature in international economics seeks to quantify the importance of alternative drivers of pro-

ductivity and welfare, such as by decomposing the margins for welfare gains from trade. Taking

a similar approach, this sub-section decomposes the margins of co-production within firms. It

relates them to potential underlying drivers, such as industry-level demand and supply shocks,

which are being explicitly modelled in the theory and are being picked up in the form of fixed

effects in the empirical analysis of Sections 3 and 5.

The left panel of Figure 5.1 compares the distribution of CA, in lighter yellow, to the distribution

of (unconditional) co-production rates within industry-pair cells, in darker blue. Comparative

advantage is estimated as in Equation (5.1), while the unconditional co-production rates capture,

for example, demand complementarities such as left shoes being co-produced with right shoes.

The distributions overlap substantially, showing that input-based comparative advantage shifts

entry probabilities to an extent that is similar to time-invariant co-production rates within industry

pairs. In other words, CA is as important in driving entry as summary statistics of observed co-

production rates across industries. Further, input-based comparative advantage explains much of

the variation in entry probabilities across industry-pairs, implying a limited role that confounders

could play in altering the contribution of CA towards entry into an industry.

The right panel compares the distribution of CA, in yellow, to the distribution of entry prob-

abilities within industry-year cells (i.e. what an industry-year fixed effect would pick up), in

blue. Although smaller, the overlap continues to be substantive. The quantitative importance of

the model-implied CA in driving production choices is therefore in between the importance of

industry-pair-level drivers and industry-year shocks.

5.4. Extension to Primary Factors. The model and structural estimation can be readily extended

to primary factors, such as capital and labour. This extension is motivated by product-level find-

ings of Schott (2004), which shows that countries’ within-product specialization reflects factor-

based comparative advantage. It is also related to Crozet and Trionfetti (2013) that examines factor

intensity and firm exports and to Fontagne, Secchi, and Tomasi (2018) which examines the typical

product vectors of firm exports.
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FIGURE 5.1. Comparing Input-based Comparative Advantage with Other Drivers of Entry

Adding primary factors f in an analogous way to intermediate inputs (details in the Appendix),

the revenue equation then contains a factor similarity term as follows:

ln Rjkt = κkt + κjk + ∑
i

[
κ I

0 + κ I
1
(
αBBijt + αττijt

)] (
θijtθik −

θ2
ijt

2

)
+ ∑

f
κF

1

(
θ f jtθ f k −

θ2
f jt

2

)
.(5.2)

with κ I
0 = Θ2

i0ρ/ (1− ρ), κ I
1 = 2Θi0ρ/ (1− ρ) (σ− 1), κF

1 = 2Θ f 0ρ/ (1− ρ) (σ− 1). The IV esti-

mator is analogous to the one above with an additional instrument for firm level factor shares to

correct for biases from firm-factor shocks, detailed in the Appendix.

Taking the extended model to data, Table 14 shows structural estimates accounting for primary

factor - capital K and labour L. It finds similar results with a slightly smaller coefficient on the

input similarity term and minor reductions in the magnitudes of the interaction terms. The results

suggest that firms are also more likely to move into industries that have a similar primary factor

mix, and they provide some evidence for theories of the firm suggesting co-production in high

capital intensity industries. Tables 21 and 22 in the Appendix provide reduced form results with

primary factors.
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TABLE 14. Structural Estimates for Multi-Industry Sales Premium, with Primary Factors

Positive Sales Dummy (Rjkt > 0)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Input Distance ∑i/∈{K,L}

(
θijtθik − θ2

ijt/2
)

0.0068*** 0.0068*** 0.1277*** 0.1112***
(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0127) (0.0110)

Factor Distance ∑ f∈{K,L}

(
θ f jtθ f k − θ2

f jt/2
)

0.0084*** 0.0084*** 0.1094*** 0.0600***
(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0122) (0.0080)

Input Distance ∑i Bijt ·
(

θijtθik − θ2
ijt/2

)
-0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0040*** -0.0036***

Entry Barriers (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0006) (0.0006)
Input Distance ∑i τijt ·

(
θijtθik − θ2

ijt/2
)

0.0008 -0.0210***
Tariffs (0.0005) (0.0027)

κjk Yes Yes Yes Yes
κkt Yes Yes Yes Yes

Estimator OLS OLS IV IV

N 77,745,382 77,745,382 46,185,150 46,185,150
R2 0.7622 0.7622 0.7598 0.7598
Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the firm-industry level.
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01

6. CONCLUSION

Even though multiproduct firms account for a disproportionately large share of economic ac-

tivity, systematic theory and evidence examining product diversification is thin. In this paper we

examine the role of common use of input capabilities as a determinant of the evolution of firms’

product space. This formalises the resource-based view of the firm in ways that enables an assess-

ment of its economic significance. We bring this theory to Indian manufacturing data to study the

relevance of input capabilities in both reduced form and through structural estimation. We use

the removal of size-based entry barriers in input markets to establish a causal channel from input

capabilities to the firm’s industry mix. Estimating the structural parameters that govern the elas-

ticity of revenue with respect to the capabilities component of cost, we find that input capabilities

determine the content of a firm’s ‘core competencies’, and they are quantitatively as important as

time-invariant co-production rates across industries.

A key theoretical insight of our framework is that economies of scope within multiproduct

firms imply production choices and input capabilities are jointly determined. Production choices

are interdependent on the relative demand and supply conditions a firm faces and the portfolio of
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industries a firm enters depends on the extent of its input similarity to that industry. The theory

motivates an instrumental variable strategy which shows that input capabilities are quantitatively

important in determining the production patterns of firms.

Broadly speaking, the fact that the mechanisms of this paper are quantitatively important un-

derscores that multiproduct firms do not behave like collections of single product firms. Therefore

in aggregate, industries may respond to policy in ways that will not be captured by single prod-

uct firm models. Coupled with the obvious role of input-output linkages central to economies of

scope shown here, this calls for additional research on these linkages both between firms and at

the macroeconomic level to look for policy effects within firms that so far may have been missed.
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55 APPENDIX A. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

TABLE 15. Summary Statistics

count mean sd min max

Industry Add Dummy 52,691,029 0.0011 0.0324 0.00 1
InputSimilarity0

jk 52,691,029 0.0110 0.0529 0.00 1
InputSimilarity-Dereservation0

jkt 52,691,029 0.0005 0.0088 0.00 1
InputSimilarity-Tariff0

jkt 52,691,029 -0.0001 0.0023 -0.33 0
OutputSimilarity0

jk 52,691,029 0.0038 0.0515 0.00 1
OutputSimilarity-Dereservation0

jkt 52,691,029 0.0005 0.0192 0.00 1
Upstream0

jk 52,691,029 0.0035 0.0335 0.00 1
Downstream0

jk 52,691,029 0.0058 0.0402 0.00 1

TABLE 16. Correlation Matrix of Similarity Indices

Input Output InputSimilarity- OutputSimilarity- Upstream0
jk Downstream0

jk
Similarity0

jk Similarity0
jk Dereservation0

jkt Dereservation0
jkt

Input 1.00
Similarity0

jk
Output 0.37 1.00
Similarity0

jk
InputSimilarity 0.17 0.06 1.00
-Dereservation0

jkt
OutputSimilarity 0.09 0.37 0.10 1.00
-Dereservation0

jkt
Upstream0

jk 0.46 0.54 0.05 0.10 1.00

Downstream0
jk 0.54 0.45 0.06 0.08 0.50 1.00



56 TABLE 17. Structural Summary Statistics

count mean sd min max

Indicator Rjkt > 0 (OLS) 77,745,382 0.0059 0.08 0.00 1

∑i

(
θikθijt − θ2

ijt/2
)

77,745,382 -0.3585 0.15 -0.50 1

∑i Bit ·
(

θikθijt − θ2
ijt/2

)
77,745,382 -0.0142 0.07 -0.50 0

∑i τit ·
(

θikθijt − θ2
ijt/2

)
77,745,382 -0.0067 0.02 -1.05 0

Indicator Rjkt > 0 (IV) 46,185,150 0.0060 0.08 0.00 1

∑i

(
θikθijt − θ2

ijt/2
)

46,185,150 -0.3477 0.15 -0.50 1

∑i Bit ·
(

θikθijt − θ2
ijt/2

)
46,185,150 -0.0128 0.06 -0.50 0

∑i τit ·
(

θikθijt − θ2
ijt/2

)
46,185,150 -0.0076 0.03 -0.83 0

∑i

(
θikθijt−1 − θ2

ijt−1/2
)

46,185,150 -0.3374 0.17 -1.46 1

∑i Bit ·
(

θikθijt−1 − θ2
ijt−1/2

)
46,185,150 -0.0130 0.07 -1.00 0

∑i τit ·
(

θikθijt−1 − θ2
ijt−1/2

)
46,185,150 -0.0061 0.02 -0.91 0

∑i χjkt−1
(
θik − θijt−1

)2
46,185,150 0.0000 0.00 0.00 1

∑i Bit · χjkt−1
(
θik − θijt−1

)2
46,185,150 0.0011 0.02 0.00 3

∑i τit · χjkt−1
(
θik − θijt−1

)2
46,185,150 0.0001 0.01 0.00 1

APPENDIX B. ROBUSTNESS OF ESTIMATES AND FURTHER RESULTS

B.1. Robustness of Industry Add, Drop and Sales Regressions. Table 18 shows the results of

the most stringent specification of the industry addition regressions on particular subsamples.

Column 1 shows the benchmark results on the full sample. Column 2 shows results for single-

plant firms. Given that the vast majority of plants are single-plant firms, the results are virtually

unchanged. Column 3 shows results for the plants that get surveyed every year (what the ASI

calls the “census”, all plants that have more than 100 employees). Finally, in column 4, we exclude

all industries k which never have any co-production with the main industry (defined as the one

where j has the highest amount of sales). This removes about 90% of observations from the sample

(which always have zeros on the left-hand side). Tables 19 shows how the probability to drop an

industry from the industry mix is shaped by input similarity. Table 20 shows how log sales are

correlated with input similarity with a wide range of input-output linkage controls.
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TABLE 18.

Revealed Comparative Advantage – Robustness

Dependent variable: Addjkt

(1) (2) (3) (4)

InputSimilarity0
jk 0.0199∗∗ 0.0196∗∗ 0.0251∗∗ 0.0360∗∗

(0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0009) (0.0011)

InputSimilarity-Dereservation0
jkt 0.0155∗∗ 0.0146∗∗ 0.0110∗∗ 0.0214∗∗

(0.0023) (0.0027) (0.0028) (0.0042)

OutputSimilarity0
jk 0.100∗∗ 0.0970∗∗ 0.119∗∗ 0.0858∗∗

(0.0018) (0.0020) (0.0025) (0.0019)

OutputSimilarity-Dereservation0
jkt 0.0171∗∗ 0.0178∗∗ 0.0179∗∗ 0.0147∗∗

(0.0022) (0.0025) (0.0030) (0.0021)

Upstream0
jk 0.0291∗∗ 0.0219∗∗ 0.0358∗∗ 0.0186∗∗

(0.0030) (0.0032) (0.0041) (0.0035)

Downstream0
jk -0.0035∗ -0.0044∗∗ -0.00384∗ -0.0148∗∗

(0.0014) (0.0016) (0.0020) (0.0029)

Sample Full Single-plant firms Census plants Co-production industries

Firm × Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
k× k′ × t FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

R2 0.0646 0.0660 0.0848 0.0965
Observations 52,666,907 43,120,945 27,076,486 5,165,511

Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the firm-industry level.
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01



58 TABLE 19. Industry Drop Regressions

Dependent variable: Dropjkt

(1) (2) (3)

InputSimilarity0
jk 0.0128+ -0.1952∗∗ -0.1391∗∗

(0.0078) (0.0126) (0.0139)

InputSimilarityKL0
jk -0.7804∗∗ -0.9606∗∗ -0.6631∗∗

(0.0996) (0.1518) (0.1834)

InputSimilarity-Dereservation0
jkt -0.4002∗∗ -0.1326+ -0.1442+

(0.0658) (0.0703) (0.0872)

OutputSimilarity0
jk -0.2492∗∗ -0.2629∗∗ -0.2127∗∗

(0.0040) (0.0049) (0.0074)

OutputSimilarity-Dereservation0
jkt -0.1312∗∗ -0.1012∗∗ -0.0721∗∗

(0.0095) (0.0110) (0.0137)

Firm × Year FE αjt Yes Yes Yes
Industry × Year FE αkt Yes
k× k′ × t FE αkk′t Yes

R2 0.536 0.572 0.656
Observations 159,001 158,920 134,861
Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the firm-industry level.
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01



59 TABLE 20. Intensive Margin of Sales

Dependent variable: log Salesjkt

(1) (2) (3)

InputSimilarity0
jk 0.5261∗∗ 1.0434∗∗ 0.5077∗∗

(0.0359) (0.0522) (0.0505)

InputSimilarityKL0
jk 1.8510∗∗ 4.8912∗∗ 4.9163∗∗

(0.5145) (0.7342) (0.7247)

InputSimilarity-Dereservation0
jkt 1.2502∗∗ 0.6725∗∗ 0.8664∗∗

(0.2563) (0.2516) (0.2438)

OutputSimilarity0
jk 4.1096∗∗ 3.4748∗∗ 1.5068∗∗

(0.0186) (0.0222) (0.0244)

OutputSimilarity-Dereservation0
jkt -0.3806∗∗ -0.5480∗∗ -0.2616∗∗

(0.0391) (0.0445) (0.0406)

Firm × Year FE αjt Yes Yes Yes
Industry × Year FE αkt Yes
k× k′ × t FE αkk′t Yes

R2 0.802 0.832 0.911
Observations 251,026 250,963 220,613
Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the firm-industry level.
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01

B.2. Robustness of Industry Add Regressions to the Inclusion of Factors. Tables 21 and 22 in-

clude analogous measures of factor similarity (capital and labor) in the reduced form, showing

similar results.

TABLE 21. Industry Entry Correlations, with Primary Factors

Dependent variable: Addjkt

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

InputSimilarity0
jk 0.0543∗∗ 0.0543∗∗ 0.0530∗∗ 0.0529∗∗ 0.0377∗∗ 0.0376∗∗

(0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0009) (0.0009)

InputSimilarityKL0
jk 0.0032∗∗ 0.0077∗∗ 0.0045∗∗

(0.0002) (0.0003) (0.0003)

Firm × Year FE αjt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry × Year FE αkt Yes Yes
k× k′ × t FE αkk′t Yes Yes

R2 0.0088 0.0088 0.0109 0.0110 0.0572 0.0572
Observations 46,387,505 46,387,505 46,387,505 46,387,505 46,360,567 46,360,567

Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the firm-industry level.
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
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TABLE 22. Industry Entry, with Primary Factors

Dependent variable: Addjkt

(1) (2) (3) (4)

InputSimilarity0
jk 0.0525∗∗ 0.0511∗∗ 0.0365∗∗ 0.0357∗∗

(0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0009) (0.0009)

InputSimilarityKL0
jk 0.00324∗∗ 0.00768∗∗ 0.0045∗∗ 0.0045∗∗

(0.0002) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003)

InputSimilarity-Dereservation0
jkt 0.0713∗∗ 0.0705∗∗ 0.0339∗∗ 0.0325∗∗

(0.0043) (0.0042) (0.0040) (0.0040)

InputSimilarity-Tariff0
jkt -0.0997∗∗

(0.0143)

Firm × Year FE αjt Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry × Year FE αkt Yes
k× k′ × t FE αkk′t Yes Yes

R2 0.0089 0.0111 0.0573 0.0573
Observations 46,387,505 46,387,505 46,360,567 46,360,567

Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the firm-industry level.
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01

B.3. Robustness of Industry Add Regressions to Logit. Table 23 shows the results of the logit

estimation of the industry addition regressions, corresponding to the baseline specifications of

Table 4.

TABLE 23. Revealed Comparative Advantage – Robustness

Dependent variable: Addjkt

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

InputSimilarity0
jk 6.665∗∗∗ 5.209∗∗∗ 6.585∗∗∗ 8.204∗∗∗ 5.136∗∗∗ 5.095∗∗∗

(0.031) (0.070) (0.032) (0.047) (0.071) (0.072)

InputSimilarity-Dereservation0
jkt 2.134∗∗∗ 2.448∗∗∗ 1.455∗∗∗ 1.388∗∗∗

(0.172) (0.198) (0.247) (0.247)

InputSimilarity-Tariff0
jkt -3.731∗∗

(0.899)

Plant × Year FE αjt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry ×Year FE αkt Yes
k× k′ × t FE Yes Yes Yes

Estimator Logit (ML) Logit (ML) Logit (ML) Logit (ML) Logit (ML) Logit (ML)
Observations 52,691,029 52,691,029 52,691,029 52,691,029 52,691,029 52,691,029

Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the firm-industry level.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

B.4. Robustness of Unit Value Regressions. Table 24 shows results of a regression of log unit

values of domestically sourced intermediate inputs (by 5-digit input category i) on a dummy that
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is one when input i used to be reserved and has been dereserved in the current or a past year.

The regressions include either input i fixed effects, or firm-input fixed effects, and therefore show

the impact that the de-reservation had on average prices paid on i. The ASI unit value data are

noisy, and we correct for known problems. One particular problem is that from 2005 onwards,

the magnitudes of reported quantities (and therefore unit values) jump inexplicably by a factor of

100 or 1,000 within firm-input observations. In columns 3 and 4 of Table 24 we report results for

a sample of “safe” observations where we are pretty sure that this problem is not present to begin

with (more precisely, all observations that are within a factor of 90 of the median of the pre-2005

distribution of unit values for that product code).

TABLE 24. Domestic Input Unit Values After Dereservation – Robustness

Dependent variable: log pjit

(1) (2) (3) (4)

t ≥ year i was de-reserved -0.0696∗∗ -0.0617∗∗ -0.0450∗∗ -0.0654∗∗

(0.012) (0.013) (0.012) (0.014)

Sample All All Safe Safe

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Input Product FE Yes Yes
Firm × Input Product FE Yes Yes

R2 0.864 0.966 0.882 0.969
Observations 900,003 481,036 761,703 418,361

Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the firm-year level.
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01

B.5. Diversification Discount - Robustness. The dependent variable in the following Tables is

log average sales of the firm in the industry it entered over a three-year and five-year horizon,

where the average is taken across all years where we observe the firm. Table 25 includes fixed

effects for the firms’ industry times year, so we are comparing entries of firms from the same industry

into different industries. We find that entry into industries with more similar input mixes are

associated with higher sales performance. Table 26 also includes industry-year fixed effects and

finds similar results. Finally, Table 27 performs a stringent exercise by comparing firms that are

both in the same industry and are entering the same industry. Estimates for unweighted input

similarity are closer to zero than in the tables before, but policy-weighted input similarity is still
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of a similar magnitude and statistically significant. At least for dereservation-induced entry, input

similarity is positively associated with post-entry performance.

TABLE 25. Post-entry Growth: Within Continuing Industries

Dep. var.: log
(

Avg. Salest,...,t+3
jk

)
Dep. var.: log

(
Avg. Salest,...,t+5

jk

)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

InputSimilarity0
jk 0.9713∗∗ 0.8957∗∗ 0.7614∗∗ 1.1604∗∗ 1.0839∗∗ 0.9493∗∗

(0.0822) (0.0827) (0.0841) (0.0831) (0.0836) (0.0849)

InputSimilarity-Dereservation0
jkt 2.1992∗∗ 1.8308∗∗ 2.2253∗∗ 1.8558∗∗

(0.3333) (0.3298) (0.3341) (0.3281)

InputSimilarity-Tariff0
jkt -20.0752∗∗ -20.1344∗∗

(1.3439) (1.3607)

Firm Industry × Year FE αk′t Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

R2 0.159 0.159 0.164 0.166 0.167 0.172
Observations 55,296 55,296 55,296 55,296 55,296 55,296

Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the firm-industry level.
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: Dependent variable is the log average sales by firm j in industry k between t + 1 and t + h for h = 3 or 5
years. Years where the firm is not surveyed are excluded in the calculation of the average.

TABLE 26. Post-entry Growth: Within Continuing and Entering Industries

Dep. var.: log
(

Avg. Salest,...,t+3
jk

)
Dep. var.: log

(
Avg. Salest,...,t+5

jk

)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

InputSimilarity0
jk 1.2924∗∗ 1.2304∗∗ 1.0765∗∗ 1.4854∗∗ 1.4227∗∗ 1.2684∗∗

(0.0879) (0.0885) (0.0895) (0.0890) (0.0896) (0.0905)

InputSimilarity-Dereservation0
jkt 1.5378∗∗ 1.2308∗∗ 1.5566∗∗ 1.2490∗∗

(0.3355) (0.3301) (0.3391) (0.3317)

InputSimilarity-Tariff0
jkt -19.6582∗∗ -19.7009∗∗

(1.2664) (1.2797)

Industry k× Year FE αkt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm Industry k′× Year FE αk′t Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

R2 0.259 0.260 0.264 0.266 0.267 0.271
Observations 55,163 55,163 55,163 55,163 55,163 55,163

Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the firm-industry level.
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: Dependent variable is the log average sales by firm j in industry k between t + 1 and t + h for h = 3 or 5
years. Years where the firm is not surveyed are excluded in the calculation of the average.
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TABLE 27. Post-entry Growth: Within Industry-Pairs

Dep. var.: log
(

Avg. Salest,...,t+3
jk

)
Dep. var.: log

(
Avg. Salest,...,t+5

jk

)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

InputSimilarity0
jk 0.2185+ 0.1549 0.0125 0.3344∗∗ 0.2734∗ 0.1317

(0.1230) (0.1241) (0.1261) (0.1253) (0.1264) (0.1282)

InputSimilarity-Dereservation0
jkt 1.6002∗∗ 1.4386∗∗ 1.5331∗∗ 1.3723∗∗

(0.3937) (0.3868) (0.3947) (0.3877)

InputSimilarity-Tariff0
jkt -17.4555∗∗ -17.3741∗∗

(1.4814) (1.4820)

k× k′ × t FE αkk′t Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

R2 0.445 0.445 0.448 0.450 0.450 0.453
Observations 39,695 39,695 39,695 39,695 39,695 39,695

Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the firm-industry level.
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: Dependent variable is the log average sales by firm j in industry k between t + 1 and t + h for h = 3 or 5
years. Years where the firm is not surveyed are excluded in the calculation of the average.

APPENDIX C. DATA APPENDIX

C.1. Data sources.

C.1.1. Manufacturing plant data: Our manufacturing plant data is the “detailed unit level data with

factory identifier” of the Indian Annual Survey of Industries (ASI), years 2000/01 to 2009/10. The

data can be obtained by writing to: ASI Processing and Report (Deputy Director General, CSO (IS

Wing) 1, Council House Street, Kolkata, email: asidata.cc-mospi@gov.in.

C.1.2. Tariff data: The Indian import tariff data comes from UNCTAD-TRAINS (accessed 05/14/2016

through WITS: http://wits.worldbank.org/).

C.1.3. Dereservation data: Notices of dereservation of products from the website of the Develop-

ment Commissioner, Ministry of Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises.38 We manually concord

the product codes to 5-digit ASIC codes based on the text description of the dereserved items.

C.2. Variable definitions.

• Add dummies Addjkt : one if and only if j does not produce any product in 3-digit industry

k at time t and does produce a product in k at time t + 1. We exclude outputs with zero or

missing sales from the set of produced products.

38http://www.dcmsme.gov.in/publications/reserveditems/resvex.htm (accessed December 2014)
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• Drop dummies Dropjkt : one if and only if j does produce a product in 3-digit industry k at

time t and does not produce any product in k at time t + 1. We exclude outputs with zero

or missing sales from the set of produced products.

• Salesjkt : j’s total sales of products in 3-digit industry k at time t, including exports.

• Plant expenditure shares θijt : expenditure on intermediate inputs in 3-digit category i by j at

time t, divided by total expenditure on individually listed intermediate inputs of j at time

t. These listed intermediate inputs include all agricultural, mining, and manufacturing

products that are being consumed in the production process (including imports) during the

current period, and exclude energy and services inputs.

• Aggregate expenditure shares θ̄ik : sum of expenditures of single-industry plants that produce

only products in 3-digit industry k on intermediate inputs from 3-digit category i, divided

by total expenditure of these plants on individually listed intermediate inputs (including

imports).

• Plant sales shares σkjt, χjkt : plant j’s total gross sales revenue of products in 3-digit category

k divided by j’s gross sales of individually listed physical outputs (which excludes revenue

from services, renting out capital, interest, etc.); both at time t, including exports.

• Aggregate sales shares σ̄ik, χ̄ik : total gross sales in 3-digit category i of plants that derive the

highest fraction of their revenue from sales of products in 3-digit category k, divided by

total gross sales of individually listed physical outputs of these plants, including exports.

• Dereservation dummy δijt and Bijt: one if and only if there is a 5-digit input in the 3-digit

basket i that has been dereserved during or prior to t and shows up at some point in j’s

basket of intermediate inputs. In Section 4, the reservation dummy Bijt is one when there

is 5-digit product in the 3-digit basket i that the firm is using at some point and that is

reserved at time t.

• Tariff change ∆τijt : Difference between year t Indian import tariff and year 2000 tariff on

5-digit products in 3-digit category i, weighted by j’s average expenditure share on 5-digit

imports in i. We concord tariffs from the 6-digit Harmonized System codes reported by

TRAINS to ASIC codes via the the ASIC 2009/10 – NPCMS concordance published by MO-

SPI, and the CPC–HS concordance published by UNSTATS (the first five digits of NPCMS

are CPC v2.0 codes). Tariffs are effective applied tariffs where available, and MFN tariffs
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otherwise. We focus on non-agricultural tariffs to avoid endogeneity concerns with agri-

cultural tariffs, which often vary due to policy responses to domestic economic conditions

that can affect firm sales directly. In Section 4, τijt is defined analogously as the level of that

tariff.

• Input Similarity InputSimilarityt
jk (where N is the number of 3-digit industries):

InputSimilarityt
jk ≡

N

∑
i=1

θijt θ̄ik

• Output Similarity OutputSimilarityt
jk :

OutputSimilarityt
jk ≡

N

∑
i=1

σijtσ̄ik

• Input Similarity weighted by policy changes:

InputSimilarity-Dereservationt
jk ≡

N

∑
i=1

δijtθijt θ̄ik, InputSimilarity-Tarifft
jk ≡

N

∑
i=1

∆τijtθijt θ̄ik

• Output Similarity weighted by a policy change:

OutputSimilarity-Dereservationt
jk ≡

N

∑
i=1

δijtσijtσ̄ik, OutputSimilarity-Tarifft
jk ≡

N

∑
i=1

∆τijtσijtσ̄ik

• Upstream and Downstream:

Upstreamt
jk =

N

∑
i=1

σijtθki, Downstreamt
jk =

N

∑
i=1

σjitθki.

C.3. Sample definition. Our sample consists of all plant-year observations between 2000/01 and

2009/10 that report being in operation and that report both physical intermediate inputs and out-

puts.

APPENDIX D. THEORY APPENDIX

D.1. Firm Input Choice.

Proof of Proposition 1.

Proof. Final goods firms purchase from the lowest price supplier. If b1 and b2 are the lowest and

second lowest supplier cost draws, then the price sιit charged to firms with be either the monopo-

listically competitive markup over b1 or the limit price b2, implying sιit = min {σb1/ (σ− 1) , b2}.
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Letting G denote the cdf of supplier cost draws and suppressing i, j and t subscripts, a general

positive moment of Sα
ijt is

E [Sα] = E [Sα | σb1/ (σ− 1) ≤ b2] + E [Sα | σb1/ (σ− 1) > b2]

=
∫ ∞

c

(
σ

σ− 1
b1

)α ∫ ∞

σ
σ−1 b1

N!b−λ(N−2)
2 sλ(N−2)

m

(N − 2)!
dG (b2) dG (b1)
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c

∫ σ
σ−1 b1
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2
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2 sλ(N−2)
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σ
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,

which gives the expression above for α = 1− σ. The Cobb-Douglas cost index is straightforward.

�

Proof of Proposition 2.

Proof. What we want is the index that converts supplier revenues to profits under limit pricing.

Intuitively, supplier revenues convert to profits at a rate of price minus cost over price, which is

1/σ under monopolistic pricing and when the lowest cost supplier has marginal cost b1 and must
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undercut the second lowest cost producer at marginal cost b2, this becomes (b2 − b1) /b2. The

aggregate Lerner index under monopolistic pricing for a firm with capability cjit, letting G denote

the cdf of supplier cost draws is therefore

∫ ∞

cjit

∫ ∞

σ
σ−1 b1

1
σ

Nit!b
−λ(Nit−2)
2 sλ(Nit−2)

m
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The probability of limit pricing is therefore Pr (LP) =
(

1−
(

σ
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)−λ(Nit−1)
)

c−λNit
jit sλNit

m while the

probability of not producing (with a Lerner index of zero) is 1− c−λNit
jit sλNit

m . The aggregate Lerner

index under limit pricing is

Pr (LP)−
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Adding these indexes conditional on monopolistic, limit pricing and not producing gives the ex-

pression above.

We define Λ ≡ λ (N − 1) + 1 ≥ 1− λ > 0 and suppress the i and t subscripts for brevity. The

percentage change in the expected Lerner index with entry is

d lnL
dN

=
− 1

σ

(
σ−1

σ

)Λ−1
λ ln σ

σ−1 +
1
Λ

(
σ−1

σ

)Λ
λ ln σ

σ−1 −
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(
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σ

)Λ
)

1
σ

(
σ−1

σ

)Λ−1
+ 1

Λ

(
1−

(
σ−1

σ

)Λ
) .

The first three terms correspond to how the expected Lerner index falls, d lnL/dN < 0 as the

probability of monopoly pricing decreases (which is the highest possible markup) and while the
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probability of limit pricing increases, the expected Bertrand markup decreases as well. The nu-

merator of d lnL
dN can be written

λ

(
σ

σ− 1

)−Λ
[(

1
Λ
− 1

σ− 1

)
ln

σ

σ− 1
+

(
1−

(
σ

σ− 1

)Λ
)

1
Λ2

]
.

The first term is weakly negative for Λ ≥ σ− 1 which holds for N ≥ 1 + σ−2
λ , the second term is

negative. The upper bound for L comes from evaluation at N = 1 + σ−2
λ . �

Proof of Proposition 2.

Proof. We define Λ ≡ λ (N − 1)+ 1, suppress i and t subscripts. For R ≡ ∑j ∑k ρθkRjk

(
sm/cj

)λN
/N,

noting πjk = (1− ρ) Rjk and holding capabilities fixed that
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Now considering the individual profit terms, holding capabilities fixed, these may increase profits

through increased downstream demand in response to lower costs. Note that
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Returning to the sum of profits across firms and industries, we have
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We also have from sm ≤ cj that
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So we can conclude using W (N) · N ≤ 0 and the arguments above that

d ln R
d ln N

≤ ρ

1− ρ

1
σ− 1

1 +
λN
Φ

(
1 + Φ

Φ+λ

) (σ−1)
Φ

(
1−

(
σ−1

σ

)Φ
)
− (σ− 1)

(
σ−1

σ

)Φ
ln σ

σ−1 −
Φ

Φ+λ

1− σ−1
Φ

(
1−

(
σ−1

σ

)Φ
)

− 1.

In what follows, the denominator 1 − σ−1
Φ

(
1−

(
σ−1

σ

)Φ
)

is positive so long as N ≥ 1 which is

assumed. Since

lim
N−→∞

d ln R
d ln N

≤ ρ

1− ρ

1− λ

σ− 1
− 1 <

ρ + 1− σ + σρ− ρ

(1− ρ) (σ− 1)
=

1− σ (1− ρ)

(1− ρ) (σ− 1)
.

Clearly then σ (1− ρ) ≥ 1 is sufficient for average weighted revenues to be decreasing and ap-

proach zero as N → ∞ because λ > 0. �

Proof of Proposition 4.3.

Proof. We define Λ ≡ λ (N − 1)+ 1 and suppress the i and t subscripts for brevity. Taking logs and

differentiating E [ζι] w.r.t. N, holding input capabilities fixed and noting that πjk = (1− ρ) Rjk, we

see that

d ln E [ζι]

dN
=

d lnL
dN

+
∑j ∑k θk · dπjk

(
sm/cj

)λN
/dN

∑j ∑k θkπjk

(
sm/cj

)λN − 1
N

.
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Also, direct inspection shows that

lim
N−→∞

d lnL
d ln N

= lim
N−→∞

λ
(

σ
σ−1

)−Λ
[(N

Λ −
N

σ−1

)
ln σ

σ−1 +
(

1−
(

σ
σ−1

)Λ
)

N
Λ2

]
1
σ

(
σ−1

σ

)Λ−1
+ 1

Λ

(
1−

(
σ−1

σ

)λ(N−1)+1
)

= λ ln
σ

σ− 1
· lim

N−→∞

N
Λ −

N
σ−1

1
σ−1

= −∞,

so from the proof of Proposition 3, we have

lim
N−→∞

d ln E [ζι]

dN
< lim

N−→∞

d lnL
d ln N

+
ρ

1− ρ

1− λ

σ− 1
− 1 = −∞

which implies limN−→∞ E [ζι] = 0. We also have from the proof of Proposition 3 that

d ln E [ζι]

dN
<

d lnL
d ln N

+
ρ

1− ρ

1
σ− 1

1 +
λN
Φ

(
1 + Φ

Φ+λ

) (σ−1)
Φ

(
1−

(
σ−1

σ

)Φ
)
− (σ− 1)

(
σ−1

σ

)Φ
ln σ

σ−1 −
Φ

Φ+λ

1− σ−1
Φ

(
1−

(
σ−1

σ

)Φ
)

− 1.

Since from Proposition 2, d lnL
d ln N < 0 for N > max

{
1 + σ−2

λ , 1
}

, a sufficient condition on demand

for expected profits to be decreasing in entry holding capabilities fixed is therefore

(1− ρ) (σ− 1)
ρ

> 1 +
λN
Φ

[
1 + Φ

Φ+λ + Φ ln σ
σ−1

] (σ−1)
Φ

(
1−

(
σ−1

σ

)Φ
)
− (σ− 1) ln σ

σ−1 −
Φ

Φ+λ

1− σ−1
Φ

(
1−

(
σ−1

σ

)Φ
) ≡ B (N)

(D.1)

Dropping the ln σ
σ−1 terms in Equation (D.1) that are in sum negative, and using λN < Φ from

λ < σ− 1 implies

B (N) <
1− σ−1

Φ

(
1−

(
σ−1

σ

)Φ
)
+ (σ−1)

Φ

(
1−

(
σ−1

σ

)Φ
)
+ (σ−1)

Φ+λ

(
1−

(
σ−1

σ

)Φ
)
− λN

Φ+λ

1− σ−1
Φ

(
1−

(
σ−1

σ

)Φ
)

=
(σ−1)
Φ+λ + (σ−1)

Φ+λ −
(σ−1)
Φ+λ

(
σ−1

σ

)Φ

1− σ−1
Φ

(
1−

(
σ−1

σ

)Φ
) =

2−
(

σ−1
σ

)Φ

Φ+λ
σ−1

(
1− σ−1

Φ

(
1−

(
σ−1

σ

)Φ
))

=
2−

(
σ−1

σ

)Φ

Φ+λ
σ−1 −

(
1 + λ

Φ

) (
1−

(
σ−1

σ

)Φ
) <

2
Φ+λ
σ−1 −

(
1 + λ

Φ

) =
2

λN
σ−1 −

λ
λ(N−1)+σ−1

.

This last equation is decreasing in N where the denominator is positive, which happens for N > 1

as assumed and the minimum value N can take by assumption is 1 + σ−2
λ . Substituting this in to
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the last term we have

2
λ+σ−2

σ−1 −
λ

σ−2+σ−1

≤ 2
λ+σ−2

σ−1 −
λ

σ−1

= 2
σ− 1
σ− 2

so 2 (σ− 1) / (σ− 2) is an upper bound for B (N) for N ≥ 1 + σ−2
λ . We can conclude that

(1−ρ)(σ−1)
ρ ≥ 2 σ−1

σ−2 implies expected profits are decreasing in entry which holds for (1− ρ) σ ≥

2. �

Proof of Proposition 1.

Proof. Firms solve

min
mijkt

∫ ∞

cijt

sιitmιijktdGit (ι) subject to

(∫ ∞

cijt

m(σ−1)/σ
ιijkt dGit (ι)

)σ/(σ−1)

≥Mijkt.

A natural question is why not frame this as a free endpoint problem with a choice of input varieties[
cijt, cijt

]
. The reason we have not is that for the case σ > 1, ‘love for variety’ implies cijt = ∞ and

for σ < 1, the production function exhibits ‘hate for variety’ and allowing the producer to choose

a subset of suppliers will cause them to snap to the lowest cost supplier.

Cost minimization conditional on cijt implies a first order condition of39

m(σ−1)/σ
ιijkt = M(σ−1)/σ

ijkt

(
σ

σ− 1
sιit

η

)1−σ

where ηit =

(
−
∫ cijt

∞

(
σ

σ− 1
s
)1−σ

dGit (s)

)1/(1−σ)

.

Under these distributional assumptions, we have

ηit =
σ

σ− 1

(
Ωit

Ωit + (σ− 1)
sΩit

m c1−σ−Ωit
ijt

)1/(1−σ)

under the condition Ωit > 1− σ, ηit is finite and the input choice is non-degenerate.40 Defining

the cost index of input i as Sijt we have minimum costs of Sijt Mijkt where

Sijt =

(
Ωitϑit

Ωit + (σ− 1)

)1/(1−σ)

c1−Ωit/(1−σ)
ijt sΩit/(1−σ)

m

39This is for σ > 1, for σ < 1, replace σ
σ−1 with σ

1−σ as the sign of the inequality constraint changes. The second order
condition holds for σ > 0 (weakly at σ = 1).
40Otherwise for σ < 1 it is optimal to use all of the cheapest input and for σ > 1, input vectors of the type κs1−σ all
satisfy the production constraint so as κ −→ 0, costs go to zero.
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and therefore

d ln Sijt/d ln cijt = 1 + Ωit/ (σ− 1) .

Now the restriction Ωit > 1− σ is especially informative as if σ > 1 then d ln Sijt/d ln cijt > 0,

consistent with love for variety and d ln Sijt/d ln cijt < 0 for σ < 1 consistent with hate for variety.

Unit input costs cjkt conditional on capabilities are then as above. �

Proof of Proposition 6.

Proof. Profit maximization can be considered in two steps, maximizing industry profits condi-

tional on unit costs and then maximizing joint profits by choosing capabilities. A firm will opti-

mally choose a markup pjkt = cjkt/ρ in the first maximization step, so the profit accruing from

each industry is

πjkt = (1/ρ− 1)ω
(

cjt

)
cjktqjkt = (1/ρ− 1) (ρDkt)

1/(1−ρ) /
(

ω
(

cjt

)
cjkt

)ρ/(1−ρ)
.(D.2)

Noting that for this particular profit form and common markups across industries, we have

d ln πjkt

d ln cijt
= − ρ

1− ρ

d ln ω
(

cjt

)
d ln cijt

+
d ln cjkt

d ln cijt

 = − ρ

1− ρ

[
ln cijt − ln ci0 + θik (1−Ωit/ (1− σ))

]
it follows that the first order condition for profit maximization

dπjt

dcijt
= ∑

k

πjkt

cijt

d ln πjkt

d ln cijt
= − ρ

1− ρ ∑
k

πjkt

cijt

[
ln cijt − ln ci0 + θik (1−Ωit/ (1− σ))

]
= 0.(D.3)

Using the fact that ρπjkt/ (1− ρ) = ω
(

cjt

)
cjktqjkt, Equation (D.3) implies that for firm-input ex-

penditure shares of θijt, the optimal capability choice satisfies

ln cijt= ln ci0 − (1 + Ωit/ (σ− 1)) θijt.

Substitution into Equation (D.2) and further expansion shows that revenues Rjkt take the above

form. �

D.2. Extensive Product Margin. Equation (4.6) can be modified to consider the extensive product

margin choice of firms. Assume firms face a fixed cost (1− ρ) fkt to produce in an industry k

each period, so produce when profits πjkt = (1− ρ) Rjkt > (1− ρ) fkt. From Equation (4.5), with

identical coefficients and fixed effects similar to Equation (4.6) and error terms with −εjkt logistic,
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firms operate in industry k when either of the following equations is positive:

ln
Rjkt

fkt
= κkt + κjk − κ0 ∑

i

(
θijt − θik

)2
+ κ1 ∑

i

(
αBBijt + ατ∆τijt

) (
θijt − θik

)2
+ εjkt,(D.4)

Equation (D.4) can be estimated to recover the tariff equivalent of dereservation on the extensive

margin of industry adoption.

D.3. Input Similarity Equation.

Proposition 7.

Proof. Let {Dkt} be demand shifters in period t. Let Cjk = cjkqjk be the variable costs for firm j in

producing in industry k and Cj = ∑k Cjk total variable costs so that

θijt =
∑k θikCjk

Cj
=

∑k θikD1/(1−ρ)
kt c−ρ/(1−ρ)

jkt

∑k D1/(1−ρ)
kt c−ρ/(1−ρ)

jkt

.(D.5)

Holding cijt fixed, for χjkt ≡ Cjk/Cj the cost share of industry k for firm j (equal to revenue shares),

it is the case that

dθijt

dDkt
=

1
C2

j

[
θik

1− ρ

Cjk

Dkt
Cj −

1
1− ρ

Cjk

Dkt
∑

k
θikCjk

]
=

χjkt

1− ρ

θik − θijt

Dkt

it follows from the mean value theorem that for some
{

δjk
}

with each δjk ∈ [Dkt−1, Dkt] and cost

shares χ∗jk and expenditure shares θ∗ij evaluated at
{

δjk
}

that

∑
i

(
θikθijt − θ2

ijt/2
)
−
(

θikθijt−1 − θ2
ijt−1/2

)
= ∑

i

(
θik − θ∗ijt

) χ∗jk
1− ρ

(
θik − θ∗ijt

) Dkt − Dkt−1

δjk
.

Redefining δjk = Dkt−1 as common across firms, yields the (feasible) approximation

∑
i

(
θikθijt −

θ2
ijt

2

)
≈∑

i

(
θikθijt−1 −

θ2
ijt−1

2

)
+ ∑

i

(
θik − θijt−1

)2 χjkt−1

1− ρ

Dkt − Dkt−1

Dkt−1

adding θ
2
ik and rearranging gives the result. �

D.4. Extensions to Primary Factors. The model can be extended on the production side to include

factor services that are not directly consumed, in particular factors such as capital, different types

of labor and other firm balance sheet items. In this extension, to produce a quantity qjkt in industry

k at time t, firm j combines inputs from industry i, Mijkt, and factor services from factor f , Ff jkt,

using a constant return to scale Cobb-Douglas technology with industry input expenditure shares
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θik, θ f k and idiosyncratic industry productivity labeled ϕjk. At input prices Sijtψit and factor service

prices W f jtψ f t, the unit cost of firm j to produce in industry k at time t, is therefore

cjkt ≡∏
i

(
Sijtψit/θik ϕjk

)θik ·∏
f

(
W f jtψ f t/θ f k ϕjk

)θ f k .

Thus cjkt is a vector of unit costs which are influenced by input prices and industry productivities.

Industry level inputs Mijk and F are again composite quantities of varieties through a CES aggre-

gator with elasticity of substitution σ for inputs and σf for factor services where varieties follow

a Pareto distribution with Pr (sιit ≥ s) = (s/sm)
−Ωit for inputs and Pr

(
wι f t ≥ w

)
= (w/wm)

−Ω f t

for factors with Ω f t = λN f t and N f t is the mass of suppliers as modelled above but for factor

services. Firms have capabilities of using inputs with prices
[
cijt, ∞

)
for inputs and

[
c f jt, ∞

)
for factors where cijt and c f jt are chosen by the firm. The analogous version of Proposition 1 go

through with corresponding and symmetric terms for factors. Letting cjt denote the vector of ac-

quired capabilities, the unit costs of a multiproduct firm are given by ω
(

cjt

)
cjkt in each industry

are assumed to follow

ω
(

cjt

)
≡ exp

{
∑

i

(
ln cijt

)2
/2 + ∑

f

(
ln c f jt

)2
/2

}
.

A firm can use its acquired capabilities across any number of products and re-optimizes by choos-

ing capabilities each period.

In period t, firms pay a fixed cost of fkt to operate in industry k and face inverse demand in

industry k of

pjkt
(
qjkt
)
= Dktq

ρ−1
jkt

as above. A firm’s profit maximizing capability and production choices considering product mar-

kets jointly are analogous to Proposition 6, in particular for Θit ≡ 1 + Ωit/ (σ− 1) and Θ f t ≡ 1 +
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Ω f t/
(
σf − 1

)
, firm revenues are given by (where ϑ f t ≡ 1+ σ−1

λ(N f t−1)+σ−1

(
1− ((σ− 1) /σ)λ(N f t−1)+σ−1

)
):

ln Rjkt =
ρ

1− ρ
ln ϕjk︸ ︷︷ ︸

RCA (jk)

+ ln
(

ρ
ρ

1−ρ D
1

1−ρ

kt

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Demand (kt)

− ρ

1− ρ ∑
i

θik ln ψitϑ
1

1−σ

f t

(
1−Θ−1

it

) 1
1−σ s1−Θit

m

θik︸ ︷︷ ︸
Input Supplier (kt)

− ρ

1− ρ ∑
f

θ f k ln ψ f tϑ
1

1−σ

f t

(
1−Θ−1

f t

) 1
1−σf w

1−Θ f t
m

θ f k︸ ︷︷ ︸
Factor Supplier (kt)

+
ρ

2 (1− ρ)

[
∑

i
Θ2

itθ
2
ik + ∑

f
Θ2

f tθ
2
f k

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Supplier−Tech (kt)

− ρ

2 (1− ρ)

[
∑

i
Θ2

it
(
θijt − θik

)2
+ ∑

f
Θ2

f t
(
θ f jt − θ f k

)2
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Core Competency (jkt)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Comparative Advantage (jkt)

Linearizing Ωit and Ω f t around the initial policy state Ωi0 = Ω and Ω f 0 = Ω f and letting κx

represent a fixed effect for characteristic x yields Equation (5.2). The IV estimator is analogous to

the one above, for θ̃ f jkt ≡
(

θ f jtθ f k − θ2
f jt/2

)
and χ̃ f jkt ≡ χjkt

(
θ f jtθ f k − θ2

f jt/2
)

we define

IM
jkt (λ, γ) ≡ λ ∑

i
θ̃ijkt−1 − γ ∑

i
χ̃ijkt−1, IF

jkt (λ, γ) ≡ λ ∑
f

θ̃ f jkt−1 − γ ∑
f

χ̃ f jkt−1,

IB
jkt (λ, γ) ≡ λ ∑

i
Bijt θ̃ijkt−1 − γ ∑

i
Bijtχ̃ijkt−1, Iτ

jkt (λ, γ) ≡ λ ∑
i

τijt θ̃ijkt−1 − γ ∑
i

τijtχ̃ijkt−1.

The resulting first stage equations for our estimator are as follows for ζ ij ≡
(
λij, γij):41

∑
i

θ̃ijkt = κkt + κjk + IM
jkt

(
ζ11
)
+ IF

jkt

(
ζ12
)
+ IB

jkt

(
ζ13
)
+ Iτ

jkt

(
ζ14
)
+ ηM

jkt,(D.6)

∑
f

θ̃ f jkt = κkt + κjk + IM
jkt

(
ζ21
)
+ IF

jkt
(
ζ22)+ IB

jkt
(
ζ23)+ Iτ

jkt

(
ζ24
)
+ ηL

jkt,(D.7)

∑
i

Bijt θ̃ijkt = κkt + κjk + IM
jkt

(
ζ31
)
+ IF

jkt
(
ζ32)+ IB

jkt
(
ζ33)+ Iτ

jkt

(
ζ34
)
+ ηB

jkt,(D.8)

∑
i

τijt θ̃ijkt = κkt + κjk + IM
jkt

(
ζ41
)
+ IF

jkt

(
ζ42
)
+ IB

jkt

(
ζ43
)
+ Iτ

jkt

(
ζ44
)
+ ητ

jkt.(D.9)

With our base and extended models in hand, along with an instrumental variable strategy, we next

turn to our estimate results and counterfactuals regarding the comparative advantage of firms.

41In practice, sales within a firm-industry group are unlikely to be a balanced panel as the extensive margin of a firm’s
industries is liable to change (we in fact model and estimate this with a logit model). Consequently, our one period lag
strategy may lose some observations but it reduces the number of parameters that must be estimated simultaneously
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APPENDIX E. AVERAGE FIRM-LEVEL COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE, BY INDUSTRY

Table 28 shows the average comparative advantage of single-industry firms in industry k′, for the

industry in which they enjoy the highest average CAjkt.

TABLE 28. Comparative Advantage of Single-industry Firms, by Industry

Industry k′ Highest average comparative advantage industry (ex-

cept k′)

Comp Adv

Dairy products Live animals, chiefly for food 15.8**

Other jute and natural fibre goods, n.e.c. Fabrics & cloth of jute, coir, sisal, hemp, mista etc. 13.1**

Fabrics & cloth of jute, coir, sisal, hemp, mista etc. Other jute and natural fibre goods, n.e.c. 12.3**

Fibre of jute, coir, and other plants Fabrics & cloth of jute, coir, sisal, hemp, mista etc. 11.7*

Cereals (incl. rice) and pulses, unmilled Products of milling industries; malt & malted milk 11.6**

Products of milling industries; malt & malted milk Cereals (incl. rice) and pulses, unmilled 11.5*

Ginned cotton, cotton, and raw cotton waste Cotton yarn and fibre, incl. cotton thread 10.2**

Cotton yarn and fibre, incl. cotton thread Ginned cotton, cotton, and raw cotton waste 10.0*

Vegetables oils & fats Diesel products & by-products. 9.8

Raw fibre of jute, coir, sisal, hemp, mista etc Fabrics & cloth of jute, coir, sisal, hemp, mista etc. 9.6

Aluminium and aluminium alloys, unwrought Aluminium and aluminium alloys worked 9.5**

Leather apparel Leather bags, cases, purse & other novelty items 9.2**

Fruit juices and vegetable juices & syrup, pickles Edible fruits & nuts; edible vegetables and certain roots 9.2

Craft paper and paper for special use Boards, paper boards 9.1**

Leather bags, cases, purse & other novelty items Leather apparel 9.0**

Boards, paper boards Craft paper and Paper for special use. 8.7

Chocolate, cocoa & cocoa preparations and sugar Sugar, Mollasses, Khandsari, Gur. 8.6

Edible fruits & nuts; edible vegetables and certain roots Fruit juices and vegetable juices & syrup, Pickles 8.5**

Aluminium and aluminium alloys worked Aluminium and Aluminium alloys, unwrought 8.2

Paper (uncoated) used for newsprint and for other spe-

cial purposes

Craft paper and paper for special use 8.0

Pig Iron/Ferro alloys etc. in primary form Metro railways and tramways and rolling stock 7.9**

Cotton apparel Fur skins and articles thereof 7.7

Inorganic elements, excl. base metals, rare gas Charcoal 7.4

Misc. leather manufactured items Leather bags, cases, purse & other novelty items 7.3

Copper & copper alloy, refined or not, unwrought Copper and copper alloys, worked 7.0**

Note: Table shows the average comparative advantage CAjkt of single-industry plants in industry k′, for the
industry k where CAjkt is the highest. ∗∗p < 0.05,∗ p < 0.10.
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APPENDIX F. CORE COMPETENCY PREMIA WITH FACTOR COMPLEMENTARITY

TABLE 29. Core Competency Sales Premium, with Primary Factors

Industry rank Number of Industries With Positive Sales
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+

1 0.024 0.030 0.030 0.017 0.013 0.011 0.010 0.010 0.007 0.011
2 0.014 0.012 0.009 0.009 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.006 0.014
3 0.010 0.008 0.007 0.007 0.006 0.006 0.008 0.009
4 0.007 0.007 0.006 0.006 0.005 0.006 0.009
5 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.005 0.006 0.005
6 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.004
7 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.004
8 0.005 0.005 0.005
9 0.005 0.005
10+ 0.003

TABLE 30. Core Competency Sales Premium, with Primary Factors – Weighted

Industry rank Number of Industries With Positive Sales
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+

1 0.029 0.038 0.070 0.085 0.076 0.077 0.097 0.168 0.299 1.102
2 0.003 0.007 0.022 0.098 0.198 0.166 0.205 0.014 2.214
3 0.001 0.003 0.004 0.031 0.012 0.023 0.144 0.858
4 0.001 0.004 0.025 0.010 0.014 0.014 0.116
5 0.002 0.005 0.008 0.006 0.011 0.029
6 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.004 0.007
7 0.001 0.004 0.003 0.011
8 0.001 0.001 0.004
9 0.003 0.003
10+ 0.001
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1. ONLINE APPENDIX

1.1. Input Unit Values and Dereservation. Table 1 shows results of a regression of log unit values
of domestically sourced intermediate inputs (by 5-digit input category i) on dereservation and tariff
changes.

TABLE 1. Domestic Input Unit Values After Dereservation

Dependent variable: log pjit

(1) (2)

t ≥ year i was de-reserved -0.0760∗∗ -0.0662∗∗

(0.012) (0.014)

log InputTariffit -0.0642∗∗ -0.0341∗∗

(0.0047) (0.0052)

Year FE Yes Yes
Input Product FE Yes
Firm × Input Product FE Yes

R2 0.861 0.965
Observations 809346 430008

Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the firm-year level.
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01

1.2. Additional Robustness Checks. Clustering at the firm level: Tables 2 and 3 below, which are
the main reduced-form regression table and its robustness table from the paper, are re-estimated
with standard errors clustered at the firm level.

Single-industry firms: Table 4 below shows the benchmark reduced-form regressions using only
single-industry firm-year observations (producers that are currently producing in one three-digit
industry only).

Industries with Many Firms: There are few industries with just a few producers. 90% of all
industry-years have more than 8 producers (75% more than 26 producers). More than 70% of pro-
ducers in those industries with less than 8 producers are multi-industry firms. Table 5 shows the
main reduced-form regressions on the subsample of industry-years with more than 8 producers.
Results are very similar to those from the baseline specifications.

Wholesalers Excluded: The ASI contains a survey question, G11, which asks for the “sale value
of goods sold in the same condition as purchased”. That value is missing for about 12% of observa-
tions. Among those with nonmissing observations, it is zero for about 66% of observations, below
one percent of manufacturing gross output for 78% of observations, and below 5 percent for 84%

1

https://www.editorialmanager.com/jpolec/download.aspx?id=180484&guid=aff05f5d-a850-4c55-bb29-796a92307d23&scheme=1
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TABLE 2. Industry Entry with Dereservation, Clustering at firm level

Dependent variable: Addjkt

(1) (2) (3) (4)

InputSimilarity0
jk 0.0379∗∗ 0.0371∗∗ 0.0273∗∗ 0.0268∗∗

(0.00041) (0.00041) (0.00062) (0.00062)

InputSimilarity-Dereservation0
jkt 0.0429∗∗ 0.0424∗∗ 0.0203∗∗ 0.0192∗∗

(0.0027) (0.0027) (0.0025) (0.0025)

InputSimilarity-Tariff0
jkt -0.0701∗∗

(0.010)

Firm × Year FE αjt Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry × Year FE αkt Yes
k× k′ × t FE αkk′t Yes Yes

R2 0.00981 0.0118 0.0575 0.0576
Observations 52691029 52691029 52666907 52666907

Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the firm level.
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01

TABLE 3. Industry Entry with Dereservation, Clustering at firm level - Robustness

Dependent variable: Addjkt

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

InputSimilarity0
jk 0.0379∗∗ 0.0251∗∗ 0.0245∗∗ 0.0199∗∗ 0.0195∗∗

(0.00041) (0.00049) (0.00050) (0.00060) (0.00061)

InputSimilarity-Dereservation0
jkt 0.0429∗∗ 0.0383∗∗ 0.0378∗∗ 0.0155∗∗ 0.0145∗∗

(0.0027) (0.0027) (0.0026) (0.0025) (0.0025)

OutputSimilarity0
jk 0.0136∗∗ 0.0136∗∗ 0.100∗∗ 0.100∗∗

(0.00060) (0.00061) (0.0018) (0.0018)

OutputSimilarity-Dereservation0
jkt 0.0344∗∗ 0.0334∗∗ 0.0171∗∗ 0.0171∗∗

(0.0016) (0.0016) (0.0022) (0.0022)

Upstream0
jk 0.0335∗∗ 0.0315∗∗ 0.0291∗∗ 0.0291∗∗

(0.00092) (0.00092) (0.0029) (0.0029)

Downstream0
jk -0.00826∗∗ -0.00756∗∗ -0.00351∗ -0.00356∗

(0.00062) (0.00062) (0.0015) (0.0015)

InputSimilarity-Tariff0
jkt -0.0640∗∗

(0.0100)

Firm × Year FE αjt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry × Year FE αkt Yes
k× k′ × t FE αkk′t Yes Yes

R2 0.00981 0.0122 0.0140 0.0646 0.0646
Observations 52691029 52691029 52691029 52666907 52666907

Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the firm level.
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01

of observations. In Table 6 below, we show the regressions from the reduced-form section of the
paper for observations that report a G11 of less than one percent (column (2)), less than five percent
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TABLE 4. Industry Entry – Single-industry Firms Only

Dependent variable: Addjkt

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

InputSimilarity0
jk 0.0371∗∗ 0.0246∗∗ 0.0367∗∗ 0.0244∗∗ 0.0294∗∗ 0.0223∗∗

(0.00046) (0.00055) (0.00046) (0.00056) (0.00074) (0.00072)

InputSimilarity-Dereservation0
jkt 0.0358∗∗ 0.0320∗∗ 0.0355∗∗ 0.0317∗∗ 0.0155∗∗ 0.0109∗∗

(0.0030) (0.0029) (0.0030) (0.0029) (0.0029) (0.0028)

OutputSimilarity0
jk 0.0139∗∗ 0.0137∗∗ 0.120∗∗

(0.00072) (0.00072) (0.0025)

OutputSimilarity-Dereservation0
jkt 0.0286∗∗ 0.0279∗∗ 0.0104∗∗

(0.0018) (0.0018) (0.0026)

Upstream0
jk 0.0333∗∗ 0.0321∗∗ 0.0347∗∗

(0.0011) (0.0011) (0.0041)

Downstream0
jk -0.0103∗∗ -0.00976∗∗ -0.00434∗

(0.00069) (0.00069) (0.0021)

InputSimilarity-Tariff0
jkt -0.0488∗∗ -0.0420∗∗

(0.012) (0.012)

Firm × Year FE αjt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry × Year FE αkt Yes Yes
k× k′ × t FE αkk′t Yes Yes

R2 0.0100 0.0131 0.0117 0.0146 0.0783 0.0900
Observations 35318097 35318097 35318097 35318097 35286189 35286189

Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the firm-industry level.
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01

TABLE 5. Industry Entry with Dereservation – Industry-Years with > 8 producers

Dependent variable: Addjkt

(1) (2) (3) (4)

InputSimilarity0
jk 0.0443∗∗ 0.0434∗∗ 0.0344∗∗ 0.0338∗∗

(0.00042) (0.00042) (0.00072) (0.00073)

InputSimilarity-Dereservation0
jkt 0.0521∗∗ 0.0516∗∗ 0.0243∗∗ 0.0230∗∗

(0.0029) (0.0029) (0.0028) (0.0028)

InputSimilarity-Tariff0
jkt -0.0825∗∗

(0.011)

Firm × Year FE αjt Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry × Year FE αkt Yes
k× k′ × t FE αkk′t Yes Yes

R2 0.0113 0.0131 0.0584 0.0584
Observations 44366233 44366233 44345156 44345156

Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the firm-industry level.
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01

(column (3)), and less than ten percent (column (4)) of manufacturing gross output. The results are
almost the same as for the full sample.
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TABLE 6. Industry Entry, with No Wholesalers

Dependent variable: Addjkt

(1) (2) (3) (4)

InputSimilarity0
jk 0.0195∗∗ 0.0197∗∗ 0.0198∗∗ 0.0196∗∗

(0.00057) (0.00065) (0.00063) (0.00062)

InputSimilarity-Dereservation0
jkt 0.0145∗∗ 0.0131∗∗ 0.0138∗∗ 0.0140∗∗

(0.0023) (0.0026) (0.0025) (0.0025)

InputSimilarity-Tariff0
jkt -0.0640∗∗ -0.0494∗∗ -0.0523∗∗ -0.0564∗∗

(0.0095) (0.011) (0.010) (0.010)

OutputSimilarity0
jk 0.100∗∗ 0.102∗∗ 0.101∗∗ 0.101∗∗

(0.0018) (0.0021) (0.0020) (0.0020)

OutputSimilarity-Dereservation0
jkt 0.0171∗∗ 0.0152∗∗ 0.0159∗∗ 0.0165∗∗

(0.0022) (0.0026) (0.0025) (0.0025)

Upstream0
jk 0.0291∗∗ 0.0314∗∗ 0.0314∗∗ 0.0313∗∗

(0.0030) (0.0034) (0.0033) (0.0033)

Downstream0
jk -0.00356∗ -0.00268 -0.00294+ -0.00284+

(0.0014) (0.0017) (0.0016) (0.0016)

Sample χ < 0.01 χ < 0.05 χ < 0.10

Firm × Year FE αjt Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry × Year FE αkt
k× k′ × t FE αkk′t Yes Yes Yes Yes

R2 0.0646 0.0692 0.0676 0.0669
Observations 52666907 36046972 39388763 41037045

Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the firm-industry level.
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: χ is the fraction of sales from wholesaling activity (G11) in manufacturing gross output (total sales in the J
block).

1.3. Estimated Technology Changes from Dereservation. Figure 1.1 provides a histogram of coef-
ficients from regressing the average single product firm 3-digit expenditure shares θikt each period
on fixed effects for each input-industry and whether a within industry i has been dereserved at time
t. While the estimates are on average slightly negative with a mean of−0.01 and standard deviation
of 0.018, indicating the average movement is very small and the distribution of changes are hard to
distinguish from zero.
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FIGURE 1.1. Estimated Changes in Input Use θik from Dereservation
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1.4. Structural Robustness. In parallel with the reduced form results, Table 7 presents structural
estimation results controlling for k× k′× t fixed effects. This is overcontrolling relative to the theory
and we lose some precision but it reaffirms that the IV results still survive in the full specification.

TABLE 7. Structural results with (k, k′, t) fixed effects

Dependent variable: 1(Salesjkt > 0)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

∑i(θijtθik − θ
2
ik/2) 0.0037∗∗ 0.0038∗∗ 0.0185 0.033∗

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0128) (0.0134)

∑i Bit · (θijtθik − θ
2
ik/2) -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0004 -0.0006+

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0004) (0.0003)

∑i τit · (θijtθik − θ
2
ik/2) -0.0003 -0.0039∗

(0.0003) (0.0018)

κjk Yes Yes Yes Yes
κjt Yes Yes Yes Yes
κkk′t Yes Yes Yes Yes

Estimator OLS OLS IV IV

R2 0.862 0.862 0.857 0.857
Observations 77,745,382 77,745,382 46,185,150 46,185,150

Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the firm-industry level.
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01

1.5. First Stage Estimation. Table 8 presents the results of estimating Equations (4.8-4.10) through
OLS in Columns 2, 3 and 5 with comparision estimates in Columns 1 and 3 without tariff-input dis-
tance components, suppressing the absorbed coefficients corresponding to the plethora of γ terms.
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TABLE 8. Structural Estimates for Multi-Industry Sales Premium

∑i

(
θijtθik − θ2

ijt/2
)

∑i Bijt ·
(

θijtθik − θ2
ijt/2

)
∑i τijt ·

(
θijtθik − θ2

ijt/2
)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

∑i

(
θijt−1θik − θ2

ijt−1/2
)

-0.0131*** -0.0150*** -0.0339*** -0.0342*** -0.0177***
(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0002) (0.0000) (0.0000)

∑i Bijt ·
(

θijt−1θik − θ2
ijt−1/2

)
0.0059** 0.0050*** 0.5257*** 0.5256** 0.0087***
(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0000)

∑i τijt ·
(

θijt−1θik − θ2
ijt−1/2

)
0.0841*** 0.0108*** 0.7099***
(0.0006) (0.00064) (0.0001)

κjk Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
κkt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
γkt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.860 0.860 0.682 0.682 0.500

Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the firm-industry level. 38,411,219 observations in each column.
+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
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